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General introduction 

 

Proteins are major constituents in living cells. They constitute most of a cell‟s dry mass. In 

cells, they work as cytoskeletons, channels, pumps, catalysts, molecular motors, antibodies, 

hormones, and so on. The protein is a chain of connected amino acids and its sequence is 

determined by genetic information in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The amino acid sequence 

has been evolutionally designed for the protein to play specific roll in cells. To function, the 

protein must interact with other molecules, that is, ligands (from the Latin word ligare, meaning 

“to bind”(1)). The ligands can be ions, small molecules or macromolecules like DNA or proteins. 

For example, enzymes bind reactants at the active site, catalyze the reaction, and release 

products. In cells, the sequence of the enzymatic reactions forms network of pathways, like the 

metabolic pathway. In the pathways, the amounts of the products are often controlled by 

feedback controls (1). It is necessary for cells to control the amounts of certain substances at 

certain timing. At molecular level, enzymes are controlled by a mechanism known as allostery 

(from the Greek words allos, meaning “other”, and stereos, meaning “space” or “shape”). In 

allostery, ligands, called as activator (activating the enzyme) or inhibitor (inhibiting it), regulate 

the efficiency of the enzyme by binding to regulatory site that is distant from active site. 

Allostery is not a property limited to enzymes, but can be wildly defined as the binding of a 

ligand at one site causing a change in affinity or enzymatic efficiency at a distance site (2). The 

allosteric properties have been successfully engineered into proteins for drug design or novel 

biosensors (3). The allosteric effect is a major interest throughout this thesis.   

 Many examples have shown that the allosteric effect is caused by conformational change. The 

binding of the allosteric ligand to the regulatory site induces conformational change and it 

affects the distant site. In chapter 1, we construct a structure-based coarse-grained model that 

describes large-amplitude conformational changes of proteins (4). Then we analyze mechanism 

of conformational change depending on topology of the protein or temperature. We observed 

“cracking” or local unfolding during conformational changes, which is the outstanding property 

of proteins compared to macroscopic machines.  

 The allosteric effect is ultimately a coupling between ligand-binding and conformational 

change. The coupling mechanism has been discussed for half a century. Traditionally, this 

coupling was explained by the 50-years-old induced-fit model of Koshland (5), in which 

proteins are in their apo conformations in the unbound state, and binding to the apo forms 

induces conformational transition to the holo conformations. But recently, supported by NMR 

experiments(6, 7) and computer simulations(8), an emerging view is that proteins in the 

unbound state exist in many conformers that include open and closed ones and that, upon 

binding, the dominant population shifts from the open form to the closed one. This 
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“population-shift” model (known also as conformational selection or pre-existing equilibrium 

model), originated from the Monod-Wyman-Changeux model of allostery (9), receives more 

popularity in recent years (10, 11). So, there are two representative models that are mutually 

exclusive and try to explain the coupling mechanism; the induced-fit and the population-shift 

model. In chapter 2, we clarified for what systems one model fits better than the other by 

performing molecular simulations of coupled binding and conformational change (12).  

 Among various kinds of protein, motor proteins have an outstanding property to transform free 

energy of nucleotide triphosphate (ATP or GTP) hydrolysis to mechanical work. They often 

consist of several subunits and have several moving parts and nucleotide binding sites. So, the 

moving parts should control each other by allosteric effect and move coordinately. In chapter 3, 

as a target application of the allosteric model in chapter 2, we investigate working mechanism of 

a rotary motor, F1-ATPase. A minimal active subcomplex for F1-ATPase is  33 -subunits. 

The central  -subunit rotates inside a cylinder made of 33 -subunits. Three β-subunits 

mainly host catalytic sites and change conformations depending on nucleotide state. These 

conformational changes apparently drive the rotation of  -subunit. We first see coupling 

between  -angle and conformational change of ADP-bound β-subunit. Then we see coupling 

among conformational change of Empty β-subunit, that of ADP-bound β-subunit and rotation 

of  .  

Lastly, we want to clarify what kind of dynamics we are interested in, and what time and 

length scale they have. In Fig. 0.1, time and length scale of motions involved in protein and 

water are summarized. There is a wide range of motions that span many orders of time and 

length scales. This hierarchy of protein dynamics makes complexity of this molecule. Our focus 

is biologically important, functional protein dynamics. In the dynamics, proteins often change 

backbone conformations largely. This backbone movement often becomes the rate limiting 

process for function. As seen in Fig. 0.1, the time scale for the large backbone movement is 

nano- to micro-seconds. This large movement arises from accumulation of several 10 dihedral 

angles‟ rotation ( ns1 ). And the rotation of each dihedral angle is driven by thermal 

fluctuations of proteins or random kicks from water molecules (femto- to pico-seconds) (13). 

Because of this hierarchic dynamics, we have to choose appropriate methods to the phenomenon 

we are interested in, depending on time or length scale of it. Roughly speaking, there are two 

kinds of approach; bottom-up and top-down approaches.  

In the bottom-up approach, we build up protein behavior from detailed atomic interactions that 

are based on quantum chemical calculation in first principle manner. This bottom-up approach 

has been the spirit of conventional all atom force fields. But, as we mentioned above, proteins 

show complex behavior that involves the hierarchic dynamics. Thus, it is not easy to extract 

essence of the complicated dynamics in this way. On the other hand, in the top-down approach, 
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at first, we assume minimal, empirical model (interactions) that can describe protein behavior 

qualitatively. At this point, the model may be too idealized to describe real protein behaviors. 

Thus, we introduce more detailed terms step by step if they are needed. In this step, we can 

understand essence of the behavior more directly. There are many examples that belong to this 

approach. For example, extension of ideal gas equation of state to virial equation of state to 

describe real gasses or elastic model of solid to describe specific heat, etc. Apparently, there is 

certain amount of arbitrariness in this top-down approach, but, even so, it helps to create new 

concepts or way of understanding nature. We take the top-down approach and assume that 

energy landscape of proteins is funnel-shaped. Thus, we use an idealized model (interactions) 

that realizes the funnel-shaped energy landscape (14), in which the native structure takes the 

most stable energy and interactions that destabilize the native state are neglected. This kind of 

model is called “Gō-like model”(15), and has been shown to reproduce folding process well 

(See chapter 1). We also use a coarse-grained model in which each amino acid is regarded as 

one bead, rather than conventional all atom models (16). In the coarse-grained model, we focus 

on large-amplitude motions like backbone rearrangement, rather than detailed atomic scale 

mechanism like side chain packing, because functional protein dynamics often involve the 

large-amplitude motions.  

 

 

Fig. 0.1 Time and length scale of hierarchic dynamics of protein and water 
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Chapter 1: Multiple-basin energy landscape for 

large-amplitude conformational motions of proteins: 

Structure-based molecular dynamics simulations 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Biomolecules often undergo large-amplitude motions when they bind or release other 

molecules. Unlike macroscopic machines, these biomolecular machines can partially 

disassemble (unfold) and then reassemble (fold) during such transitions. Here we put 

forward a minimal structure-based model, the “multiple-basin model”, that can directly 

be used for molecular dynamics simulation of even very large biomolecular systems so 

long as the endpoints of the conformational change are known. We investigate the model 

by simulating large scale motions of four proteins: glutamine binding protein, S100A6, 

dihydrofolate reductase and HIV-1 protease. The mechanisms of conformational transition 

depend on the protein basin topologies and change with temperature near the folding 

transition. The conformational transition rate varies linearly with driving force over a 

fairly large range. This linearity appears to be a consequence of partial unfolding during 

the conformational transition. 
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1.1 Introduction 

To function, biomolecules often undergo large-amplitude structural changes, upon binding or 

releasing ligands. These structural changes organize the workings of biomolecular machines 

such as the ribosome, molecular chaperones and molecular motors. Structural information on 

the conformational ensembles before and after the conformation changes is often available 

through X-ray crystallography or NMR. These experiments, however, provide primarily 

quasi-static information. They reveal directly less about the transition dynamics between two 

end structures. Thus, we see global time-dependent structural information at high resolution is 

rarely obtained directly by experiments. Simulations can potentially provide full time-dependent 

structural information on biomolecular machines. Yet, conventional atomistic simulations 

currently only reach times up to microseconds. This time scale falls orders of magnitude short of 

the typical physiologically important time scales of milliseconds to seconds. To overcome this 

limitation, one approach is to coarse-grain the molecular representation (1). Reduction in 

complexity allows one to simulate much longer times. This so-called “minimalist approach” has 

been quite successful for studying protein folding (2-5). The purpose of this chapter is to 

investigate a minimal structure-based model which we call the “multiple-basin model”, to 

simulate large-scale conformational changes when structures for the endpoints of the transition 

are available (6). This approach can be used for simulations of even very large biomolecular 

complexes. 

 In the following sections, first, we briefly review some previous experimental and theoretical 

approaches for conformational change of proteins. Then, we introduce energy landscape theory 

to give some basis to our model. 

 

1.1.1 Experimental approach 

 Currently, one of the most powerful experimental methods to detect conformational dynamics 

of proteins at residue level is nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation of backbone amide. 

It allows the characterization of complex internal dynamics over a broad range of time scales. 

Henzler-Wildman et al. used order parameter 
2S  to see fast pico- to nanosecond motions of 

adenylate kinase (AdK), ranging from 0 (unrestricted) to 1 (completely restricted) (7). Volkman 

et al. used exchange value exR  to characterize slow micro- to millisecond functional motions 

of nitrogen regulatory protein C (NtrC) (8). Lange et al. refined structural ensemble of ubiquitin 

against residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) to detect motions slower than overall protein 

rotational tumbling time, which is up to microseconds, and found that most of the complex with 

other proteins are formed through conformational selection rather than induced-fit (9). 

 Single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is another important tool to 
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detect conformational change of proteins. This method is very informative because it detects 

motions of individual molecule that are not ensemble-averaged. In this method, protein is 

fluorescently labeled with donor at one site and acceptor at the other site. The fluorescence 

energy transfer obeys Foster mechanism and the efficiency decreases with -6
th

 order of the 

distance between donor and acceptor. The efficiency is calculated from the fluorescence 

emission from donor or acceptor, that is, when the distance is short, the emission from acceptor 

is strong, and when the distance is long, the emission from donor becomes strong. The 

efficiencies are transformed to distance information (10). Henzler-Wildman et al. and Hanson et 

al. both applied this method to adenylate kinase (AdK) and found that this protein samples both 

open and closed conformations without ligand, and the population shifts to closed with ligand, 

indicating population-shift mechanism (11, 12). 

 Although NMR relaxation and FRET experiments are powerful tools for investigating 

dynamics, these experiments provide limited information about dynamics. For example, you 

cannot obtain time-dependent structural information from these experiments. In this sense, 

theoretical approaches that will be described below have advantage.  

 

 

1.1.2 Theoretical approach 

1.1.2.1 Quasi-harmonic regime 

 We first consider a regime in which proteins show only small deviations from the fiducial 

native structure. In this regime, protein is in one basin and the basin can be well approximated 

by quasi-harmonic. This kind of approach includes normal mode analysis and elastic network 

representation of proteins. The linear response approach, which is proposed recently (13), does 

not require harmonic potential approximation, but it describe conformational change as a 

perturbation to an equilibrium in single basin, so it can be referred in this context.  

We start with normal mode analysis in which the potential energy is approximated as harmonic 

around a minimum where gradient becomes zero. 
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where ia


is normal mode direction and i is frequency of the mode. The matrix M contains 

atomic masses on its diagonal (14). It has been shown that the directions of low-frequency 

modes often provide useful information for description of correlated motions (15). Normal 

mode analysis conventionally had been performed to atomic force fields after energy 

minimization. 

On the other hand, the elastic network model is a simplified topology-based model often 

coarse-grained to one bead per residue, and its potential is a sum of harmonic potentials, 

 20

0






Cij Rd

ijij ddCE  

where ijd  is the distance between atom i  and atom j  , 
0

ijd is the native distance, CR
 

is 

cutoff for connecting two beads, C  is constant. Tirion performed normal mode analysis to 

elastic network model and showed that this simple model is enough to reproduce slow, low 

frequency dynamics (16). Tama and Sanejouand found that structural changes upon ligand 

binding usually occur predominantly in directions that correspond to combinations of a few low 

frequency modes (17).  

Ikeguchi et al. have shown using their linear response theory that the direction of structural 

change can be predicted from the simple formula as follows (13). 

 
j

jjiii frrrr


0

01   

where the left part of the equation represents the displacement of atom i  after the perturbation, 

0ji rr


  is the variance-covariance matrix of atomic fluctuations in ligand-free state, and jf


 

is the force from ligand acting on atom j . If we diagonalize the variance-covariance matrix and 

rewrite the equation above, 

  kk

k

k UFUXX


  01
 

where X


is collective coordinate of atoms (3N dimension vector), 
kk U


, are eigenvalue and 

eigenvector of the variance-covariance matrix, and F


is collective force from ligand. As seen 

in the equation, the role of the force from ligand is to give weights to principal component 

modes. In their results, the predicted conformational change is not dependent on the direction or 

position of the applied force. This suggests that the low frequency modes themselves are robust 

and important for functional motions.  

In contrast to the quasi-harmonic approximations described here, conformational transitions 

must involve rearrangement of non-local contacts of amino acid pairs. Such notions clearly 
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require going beyond the quasi-harmonic picture: The protein breaks some contacts specific to 

the initial conformation and forms new contacts that are specific to the final conformation. 

 

 

1.1.2.2 Large-amplitude regime 

 Functional dynamics of proteins often relates to large-amplitude conformational changes. 

Protein dynamics in this large-amplitude regime has been termed a “proteinquake”(18), and 

may involve “cracking”(19, 20), or local unfolding. In this regime, concepts or models that have 

been used in folding simulations may be useful. There has been fewer studies in this regime 

because conventional all atom force field simulations fail as a result of huge computational 

costs. Thus, coarse-grained models may have advantages. Our focus throughout the thesis is in 

this regime. Miyashita et al. proposed “nonlinear elastic model” to follow large-amplitude 

movements adiabatically (19). In this nonlinear elastic model, they performed normal mode 

analysis to the elastic network potential defined at the initial conformation and move the 

conformation slightly to the direction of modes that overlaps mostly with the direction to the 

final conformation. Then, they redefine the elastic network potential at the conformation and 

again move the conformation in the same way. They iteratively performed the process and 

generated the nonlinear conformational change path. They calculated strain energy along the 

nonlinear conformational change path. They also applied the same model to the final 

conformation and the crossing point of reactant and product energy surfaces becomes the 

transition state. They showed that cracking has to occur to give sufficiently low free energy 

barrier. They also showed that cracking leads to linear behavior of the rate versus driving force 

over a large range of reaction driving forces (19).  

 

 

1.1.3 Energy landscape theory 

As we described above, large-amplitude conformational changes often involve cracking, or 

local unfolding. Thus, it may be useful to review concepts or models that have been used in 

protein folding studies. The energy landscape theory has been a central concept describing 

protein folding (21, 22), and simulation models that are based on this concept have reproduced 

experimental results (23, 24). The energy landscape theory gives us an answer to a fundamental 

question; why proteins fold into unique native structures so fast?  

The schematic energy landscape of random poly-peptide is shown in Fig. 1.1(a). If we call a 

structure that takes minimum effective energy (sum of protein conformational energy and 

solvation free energy) “native” structure, there are many “miss-fold” structures that have 

equally low energies as the native structure in the energy landscape. In this type of energy 
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landscape, it is difficult for proteins to refold into the native structure and highly probable to fall 

into miss-fold structures. Therefore, spontaneous folding to the native structure is impossible in 

this type of energy landscape. 

 Then, what type of energy landscape realizes the spontaneous folding to the native structure? 

In the 80s-90s, theoreticians came up with the idea that the energy landscape is like Fig. 1.1(b) 

(22). In this energy landscape, the native structure is at the bottom of the energy landscape, and 

global shape of the energy landscape is funnel-like. In this energy landscape, it is clear that the 

protein once denatured by some conditions can fold back to the native structure when the 

solvent condition is set to the physiological one. Therefore, proteins evolve from random 

poly-peptide chains adjusting their amino acid sequences to shape up the energy landscapes to 

funnel-like. In other words, proteins minimized frustrations (interactions that destabilize the 

native structure) to fold fast (the minimal frustration principle) (25). 

 Gō model is a standard model that is based on the energy landscape theory and realizes 

funnel-like energy landscape. In Gō model, residue pairs that interact in the native structure are 

called “native contacts”, and attractive interaction is considered to native contacts only. The 

minimal frustration principle or the consistency principle that was originally proposed by Gō 

(26) states that we can disregard non-native interactions as a zero-th order of approximation (24). 

Physicochemical character of amino acid sequence is not considered in this model. Surprisingly, 

this simple model reproduces transition state ensemble for some proteins and explains folding 

rate dependency on relative contact order (RCO) (27) that represents complexity of native 

structures quantitatively for small two state proteins (28). Moreover, Gō model also reproduces 

the quasi-harmonic motion in the limit of the weak fluctuations, as well as folding reaction (29). 

So, it can have the ability to describe large-amplitude conformational transitions, modeling both 

the quasi-harmonic fluctuations around each basin and the transient and partial unfolding near 

the transition region.  

In the standard energy landscape for protein folding, however, only a single dominant 

minimum, which corresponds to the native structure, is assumed. Studying conformational 

changes of functional proteins requires more than one basin to be taken into account. Each basin 

should correspond to the structure with or without ligands. The standard structure based models 

are not directly applicable to this case of multiple basins. In this chapter, we explicitly build up 

an energy landscape encoding multiple near degenerate basins. 
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Fig. 1.1 Energy landscapes (a) rugged energy surface of random poly-peptide (b) funnel-like 

energy surface of protein 
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1.2 Materials and methods 

 

1.2.1 Proteins studied 

We studied four proteins, glutamine binding protein (GBP), S100A6, dehydrofolate reductase 

(DHFR) and HIV-1 protease. For each, two PDB structures were used to construct the 

multiple-basin model. GBP is composed of two domains. Without substrates, GBP is found in 

an open form (1ggg, red in Fig. 1.2(a)), and upon glutamine binding, the hinge between 

domains swings forming the closed structure (1wdn, green). S100A6 is a structural analog of 

calmodulin. Its conformational change, a shear motion, occurs between the apo state (1k9p, red 

in Fig. 1.2(b)) and the calcium-bound holo state (1k9k, green). HIV-1 protease has a β-hairpin 

loop (the flap) that adopts an open conformation (3hvp, red in Fig. 1.2(c)) without an inhibitor 

but acquires a closed conformation (4hvp, green) with an inhibitor. The conformational change 

is relatively small and is of the hinge type. DHFR changes its active site loops via a shear 

motion between the occluded state (1rx6, red in Fig. 1.2(d)) and the closed state (1rx2, green). 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 Two PDB structures that are used in simulation (a) GBP (b) S100A6 (c) HIV-1 

protease (d) DHFR. Red corresponds to unbound structure, though for DHFR, occluded state. 

And green corresponds to bound structure. Figures are created by PyMOL.(30) 
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Protein 

PDB  

code 1 

(unbound) 

PDB 

code 2 

(bound) 

Residue 

number 

Number of  

contacts 

per residue 

Mechanism of  

Motion* 

GBP 1ggg 1wdn 220 6.90 Hinge 

S100A6 1k9p 1k9k 89 5.24 Shear 

DHFR 1rx6 1rx2 159 6.42 Shear 

HIV-1 

protease 
3hvp 4hvp 99 5.61 Hinge 

Table 1.1 Characteristics of proteins used 

 *Classification from “Database of Macromolecular Movement”(31) 

 

1.2.2 Single Gō model 

There are many versions of Gō models and their variants, and here we describe the version of 

Clementi et al.(4) that has been extensively used for folding simulation and more importantly 

will be the starting point of my work in the subsequent sections. In this model, amino acid is 

represented by a single bead that is located at Cα atom. The potential energy function can be 

divided into two types, one is local interactions,  VVVbond ,,  and the other is non-local 

interactions,  repulsioncontact VV , . “Local” interaction means that each term of interactions 

involves amino acids that are close in sequence. The other interactions are called “non-local”. 

Among local interactions, bondV  is the bond energy, V  is the bond-bond angle energy, V  is 

dihedral angle energy. All of these potentials are biased toward the native structure. Non-local 

interactions are different between native contact pairs and non-native pairs. Native contact here 

is defined as the amino acid pair that has non-hydrogen atoms of one amino acid within a 

distance of 6.5Å from any non-hydrogen atom of the other amino acid. contactV  is the attractive 

interaction of native contacts, which biases towards the native conformation. repulsionV  is the 

repulsive interaction of non-native contacts. Except for repulsionV , all of energy terms take the 

minimum values at the native structure. In practice, bondV  does not change so much between 
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random coil and the native structure, and thus actually, contactVVV ,,   are the terms that makes 

funnel-like energy landscape toward the native structure. 

 If we write the potential function that based on the native conformation 0R , at conformation 

R , explicitly,  
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where ir  is i th bond length that is the distance between i th and 1i th Cα atoms, and i  

is i th bond angle that is the angle i th, 1i th and 2i th Cα atoms make, and i  is 

dihedral angle that is the angle i th, 1i th, 2i th and 3i th Cα atoms make. ijr  is the 

distance between i th and j th amino acid residues. All the parameters with subscription “0” 

mean the values of the corresponding variables at the native structure. For other parameters, 

0.100rK , 0.20K , 0.1)1( K , 5.0)3( K , 18.01  , 18.02  , 0.4C Å. 

Energy unit is arbitrary, but relative value compared to thermal energy kB T has meaning (See 

Appendix 1). 

 

1.2.3 Double-basin model: Basic ideas 

Here, in order to build up an energy landscape encoding a number of funnel-shaped basins, we 

first apply Gō potential to each structure of functional protein, and then merge the Gō potentials 

to make the energy surface that allows transitions between different basins. When two 

conformations of the functional protein are obtained, first, Gō potential that based on the native 

conformation )2,1( R  at a given protein conformation R ,  RRV |  is calculated for 

each conformation. Then we merge the two Gō potentials to make the potential, MBV , that has 

two funnel-shaped minima. The way we merge the two potential is analogous to what has often 

been used to describe the quantum mechanical coupling of two potential energy surfaces 

(empirical valence bond-like approach (32-34)). That is, we define MBV  by the eigenvalue of 
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characteristic equation as follows (See Appendix 2).  
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where   is the coupling constant that is now constant for each protein, and V  is constant 

that change relative stability of two states. The condition that eigenvector is non-zero gives us 

the secular equation as follows. 
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By solving this equation, we obtain as the lowest energy solution, 
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c
indicates whether the system is in the state 1 or state 2, and so we can 

use ln c2 c1  = χ as a reaction coordinate for conformational change. When the protein is in 

the basin of conformation 1, i.e. 21 cc  ,   takes negative value, and when the protein is in the 

basin of conformation 2, i.e. 21 cc  ,   takes positive value. 

We have two parameters,   and V .   is the coupling constant that determines the 

energy barrier height. V  is the constant that is added to  2| RRV  , to change relative 

energy height of two minima.  

 

 

Fig. 1.3 Multiple-basin energy landscape 

Two single funnels used for model 

construction are depicted by dashed lines. 

Conformational change is associated with the 

rearrangement of some contacts. Contacts that 

are specific to the unbound conformation are 

broken, and new contacts are formed in the 

bound conformation. 
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1.2.4 Double-basin model: Some reformations 

We make some reformations to original Gō model that was described before. I described that 

contactVVV ,,   are the terms that are biased toward native structure. In the context of 

multiple-basin model, the native structure should be called as “reference structure” because 

there is more than one structure. The reformations are related to these energy terms. The 

problem is that these energy terms are too strongly biased toward each of the reference 

structures. Because of this, when we consider the merged potential of two funnel-shaped 

potentials, the transition regions have unnaturally high energy and transition takes almost 

forever.  

 First, we improve on the local energy terms,  VV , . We change energy coefficients, K ,
)1(

K

and 
)3(

K . We calculate strain energies between one reference conformation and the other for 

each bond angle and dihedral angle, i.e.  221

oioiK    and 

)](3cos1[)]cos(1[ 2

0

1

0

)3(2

0

1

0

)1(

iiii KK     for each i , where 
2

0

1

0 , ii  is i th bond 

angle in reference conformation 1,2 and 
2

0

1

0 , ii  is i th dihedral angle in reference conformation 

1,2, with 5.0,0.1,0.20 )3()1(   KKK . Therefore, the strain energy at the i th bond 

indicates how much the angle changes between two conformations. There must be a tendency 

that bond angles (dihedral angles) that take highly different values in two conformations are 

flexible. Otherwise, angles could not change that large. So, we set the threshold for bond 

(dihedral) angle strain energy to 1.0 (0.5), and if the strain energy of a bond angle( dihedral 

angle) between two native conformations exceed this threshold, we reduce the constant K

(
)1(

K ,
)3(

K ) so that the strain energy becomes equal to this threshold. 

 Second, we change the non-local energy term, contactV . Amino acid pairs of the protein are 

divided into three types:  

 

Type 1: a pair that makes a contact in both conformations 

Type 2: a pair that makes contact in one conformation but not in the other 

Type 3: a pair that does not make any contact in either conformation 
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In the type 3, there is no problem because of the exact same repulsive interaction in both 

conformations. In the type 1 and 2, we have to do some reformations to overcome the high 

energy barrier problem. 

In the type 1, the amino acid pair is native contact in both conformations, and has different 

native contact distances in conformation 1 and 2, 
)2(

0

)1(

0 , ijij rr . If 
)2(

0

)1(

0 ijij rr  , when the protein 

tries to transit from conformation 2 to 1, in the original Gō model, it needs a high energy for ijr  

to go from 
)2(

0ijr  to 
)1(

0ijr  as shown in Fig. 1.4(a), left. The problem is the native contact energy 

function that has larger contact distance. So we change the energy form as shown in Fig. 1.4(a), 

right. That is, for the repulsive part (energy takes positive value), we use the same repulsive 

interaction. For the attractive part (energy takes negative value), we use the original energy form. 

Between them, we set the energy equal to zero. 

In the type 2, the amino acid pair makes contact in one conformation but non-native contact in 

the other conformation. The problem is the native contact energy increases more sharply than 

the non-native contact energy when ijr  goes smaller. So we change energy form of the 

non-native contact energy so that the repulsive energy same as that of native contact energy is 

utilized. See Fig. 1.4(b). 

Mathematically, we can express this reformulation as follows. We divide the non-local 

interaction into two terms attrnativeV   and repulV , attrnativeV   is native contact attraction 

interaction, and given as,  
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where plus 1 represents offset to set potential minimum values to zero. 

repulV  consists of two sums, one is a sum of pairs that at least in one structure are native 

contacts (Type1&2), and another is a sum of pairs that is not native contacts in both structures 

(Type3). Now repulV  is given as, 
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where  )(

0
}{

min

0 min 


ijij rr  . 

 

Fig. 1.4 Reformations of non-local energy (a) type 1 contact pair (b) type 2 contact pair 

 

 

1.2.5 Molecular dynamics simulation 

In this work, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was carried out using the constant 

temperature Newtonian dynamics. The velocity Verlet algorithm was used for time propagation 

and the temperature was controlled by the simple Berendesen thermostat (See Appendix 1). The 

mass for all amino acids are set to be the same. 

 The force of i th bead is given as, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             is the force from the potential energy that is based on conformation 1,2, 
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The simulation temperatures were determined using a crude estimate of the folding transition 

temperature TF for each reference structure of studied proteins. For S100A6 and DHFR, TF was 

calculated by the protocol of Koga et al.(28). Following this, we assumed that TF scales with the 

number of contacts per residue. Thus, using the data on S100A6 and DHFR, we estimated the 

TF„s of other proteins. Default simulation temperatures of conformational change were set as 

0.8TF
(min)

, where TF
(min)

 is the smaller of the two TF‟s associated with two reference structures. 

Preliminary tests indicated that at higher temperatures, proteins would globally unfold while at 

lower temperatures, the conformational transitions were too slow to sample in reasonable 

simulation times.
 

It was necessary to fix the values of the two parameters introduced for the multiple-basin 

model, the coupling term Δ and the relative stability ΔV. The former controls the energy barrier 

between two states; the larger negatively is Δ , the smaller is the barrier. ΔV modulates the 

relative stability of two states. Both parameters can be determined using experimental input. For 

convenience, we adjusted these parameters so that reversible transitions between two 

conformations were realized for each of the proteins studied. Starting with a fairly small value, 

Δ is gradually increased until the transitions take place within acceptable computation times. 

Second, ΔV was tuned so that transitions from each conformation take place with equal 

frequency. The resulting value is ΔVeq. The parameters so obtained are (in units of kBT), Δ=-59 

and ΔVeq = –4.4 for GBP, Δ=-66 and ΔVeq =11 for S100A6, Δ=-6 and ΔVeq = –2 for DHFR, and 

Δ=-20 and ΔVeq =2 for HIV-1 protease. 

 

1.2.5 “Multiple”-basin model 

When we generally consider n conformations of functional protein, we should solve nn  

determinant to obtain merged potential energy, that is, 

0
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Practically, unless more than three V(R|Rν) are near degenerate, we can solve 2x2 equations with 

two smallest V‟s. In case of the degeneracy, calculating the force on each residue needs a 

slightly involved procedure. We express above nn  determinant as D and differentiate the 

equation 0D by the coordinate of i th bead,  
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 is minor determinant. 
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1.3 Results 

 

1.3.1 Simulation of conformational changes 

We first illustrate the results using glutamine binding protein (GBP). GBP is composed of two 

domains connected by a hinge (See Fig. 1.2(a)). Without substrates, GBP is found in an open 

form (red in the figure). Upon binding to glutamine, the hinge swings to make the closed form 

(green). Using the open form for basin 1 and the closed form for basin 2 as fiducial structures, 

we tuned ΔV so that the protein spends equal time in each basin. At this tuning ligand/protein 

concentration coincides with the dissociation constant. The simulation temperature T was set to 

0.8 times the folding transition temperature (See Materials and Methods). One finds 

TkV Beq 4.4 . We obtained a reversible transition between two basins as in Fig. 1.5(b). 

Here, we see that the protein resides in each basin for reasonably long times. The transition 

occurs infrequently but, very rapidly without any detectable intermediate state.  

We plot the free energy profile F(χ) in Fig. 1.5(d). The open and closed conformations 

3.1~   have roughly the equal free energies separated by a single free energy barrier of 

modest height TkB7~ . In contrast, the average energy profile )(E  shown in Fig. 1.5(e) 

suddenly increases at 7.0~   and the purely energetic contribution to the barrier becomes 

TkB32~ . This large increase in energy is compensated by an entropic contribution –TS = 

F–<E> TkB25~   (Fig. 1.5(e)). The sudden increase in conformational entropy at 

7.0~   is the hallmark of cracking(19). Importantly, the ability to crack drastically lowers 

the free energy barrier. We also simulated the conformational change with TkV B0 , where 

the open conformation is more stable (Fig. 1.5(a) and (d)), and with TkV B9.8  , where 

the closed conformation is more stable (Fig. 1.5(c) and (d) ).  
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Fig. 1.5 Trajectories and free energy profiles of conformational changes of GBP (a) A 

trajectory with ∆V = 0kB T (b) with ∆V = −4.4kBT (c) with ∆V = −8.9kB T (d) The free 

energy profiles with three different values of ∆V. The dashed curve corresponds to ∆V = 0kB T, 

the solid curve corresponds to ∆V = −4.4kB T and the dotted curve corresponds to ∆V =

−8.9kB T. (e) Energetic  E  (dashed line) and entropic TS (solid line) contributions to the free 

energy profile (dotted line) for the case of ∆V = −4.4kBT. 

 

 

1.3.2 Dominant pathways of the transition  

How are contacts specific to the initial basin broken and how are the new contacts specific to 

the final basin formed? To quantitatively answer this question, we used three types of Q scores 

(i.e., the fraction of formed contacts). The contacts of the two reference structures 1 and 2 are 

classified into three types, 1) those that are unique to structure 1, 2) those that are unique to 

structure 2, and 3) those contacts that are common to both structures 1 and 2. For each, we 

define the fraction of those contacts actually formed for any given structure; namely, Q(struct 1) 

for the type 1 contact set, Q(struct 2) for the type 2, and Q (common) for the type 3. A contact is 

defined as “formed” when its pair distance falls within a distance 1.15 times that of the 

reference structure.  
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 The free energy surface for GBP is drawn on the Q(closed)- Q(open) plane in Fig. 1.6(a). A 

representative trajectory, superimposed on this surface, illustrates the typical transition 

dynamics. There are two free energy minima corresponding to the open (top left basin) and 

closed (right basin) states. These two minima are connected by a straight valley, indicating that 

breaking of contacts specific to the initial basin and formation of contacts specific to the final 

basin occur simultaneously. The simultaneity of the transitions is characteristic of the GBP 

topology change.   

 The corresponding free energy surface for S100A6 is drawn in Fig. 1.6(b). S100A6 is the 

calcium binding domain, a structural analog of a domain of calmoduin (structures depicted in 

Fig. 1.2(b)). The conformational change from the apo (unbound) to holo (bound) states involves 

an 86
o
 reorientation of helix III leading to a relatively large-scale shear motion. In contrast to the 

GBP case, the free energy surface for S100A6 suggests that, upon changing from apo to holo, 

first the contacts specific to apo are broken, followed by forming contacts specific to holo. The 

transition is sequential.  

The different characteristics of the two free energy surfaces reflecting distinct mechanisms of 

conformational change may in part be attributed to the difference in the type of motion; a hinge 

type motion for GBP and a shear type motion for S100A6. In the inter-domain hinge motion of 

GBP, the residues that lose contacts upon conformational change are different from those that 

gain new contacts. Thus, disrupting some contacts and forming new contacts can proceed 

concomitantly. In contrast, the shear motion in S100A6 requires the same residues to exchange 

contact partners and thus has to be inherently sequential. 

)()()hinge( inin
BABA 

 is plotted over residues i for GBP (green) and S100A6 (red) 

in Fig. 1.7(a). Here A (B) stands for the contact set of the structure 1 (2). )(
BA

in


 is the 

number of contacts that involves the residue i in the set of BA . The large α implies that, 

upon conformational change from structure 1 to 2, residues that lose contacts and those that gain 

contacts tend to be separated, which is a characteristics of the hinge type motion. 

 )(),(Min)shear( inin
BABA 

  is plotted over residues i for GBP (green) and S100A6 

(red) in Fig. 1.7(b). The meanings of symbols are the same as above. Here, the large β implies 

that, upon conformational change, many residues tend to exchange their contact partners, i.e., 

the same residues lose and gain their contacts, which may be the characteristics of the shear 

motion.  

For DHFR and HIV-1 protease, in which the conformational changes are rather smaller than 

these systems, no remarkable features are apparent in the free energy surface in Q (Fig. 

1.6(c),(d)). 
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Fig. 1.6 Free energy surfaces of conformational changes of four proteins (a) Conformational 

change of GBP, (b) S100A6, (c) HIV-1 protease, (d) DHFR. Representative trajectories are 

superimposed on the surfaces. 

 

 

Fig. 1.7 Characteristics of contacts for hinge or shear motion (a) α(hinge) characterizes 

hinge type motion. Green line is for GBP, red line is for S100A6. (b) β(shear) characterizes 

shear type motion. Green line is for GBP, red line is for S100A6. 
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1.3.3 Temperature dependence of the rate 

At low temperature, proteins do not have enough thermal energy to break contacts, and 

transitions will be very slow. When the temperature reaches nearly the folding temperature TF, 

the conformational change becomes coupled with transient but global unfolding.  

We compare the free energy surfaces of GBP at T=0.8TF (Fig. 1.8(a)) with that at T=0.88TF 

(Fig. 1.8(b))(Here, TF is that of the open form). Using Q(open)-Q(close) and Q(common) the 

former functions as the conformational reaction coordinate and the latter monitors local and 

global unfolding of the core. There was no qualitative change of the surface between two 

temperatures, but the population shifts to the open form at the elevated temperature. 

In contrast, the same analysis for S100A6 reveals a change of mechanism. At 0.80TF, the 

protein proceeds directly from one basin to the other (Fig. 1.8(c)), but when the temperature is 

increased to 0.88TF, an additional free energy minimum emerges (Fig. 1.8(d)). Conformations in 

the minimum are somewhat extended because of loose packing between helices. At this higher 

temperature there are two possible paths. One direct, the other path via an extended intermediate 

conformation.  

 

Fig. 1.8 Temperature dependence of conformational change dynamics of GBP and S100A6 

(a) GBP with T = 0.8TF(open)  (b) GBP with T = 0.88TF(open)  (c) S100A6 with 

T = 0.8TF(apo)  (d) S100A6 with T = 0.88TF(apo) . Representative trajectories are 

superimposed on the surfaces. 
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1.3.4 The transition rate coefficient vs the driving force; Tafel plot 

 How does the transition rate depend on the driving force of the conformation change, i.e., V ? 

This driving force depends on the ligand concentration if binding/unbinding is sufficiently fast. 

Although the transition rate may be estimated from the barrier in free energy profile (like Fig. 

1.5(d)), this estimate of the rate may depend on the specific choice of the reaction coordinate (χ 

in Fig. 1.5(d)) reflecting re-crossing effects. Using this estimate the dependence of the transition 

rate on the driving force can be determined. In the electron transfer processes, a quadratic 

dependence of the barrier on stability is predicted(35). This has been experimentally proven to 

be fairly accurate. For the conformational changes of proteins, Miyashita et al. also argued that 

a fully elastic model would also give such a curved dependence. On the other hand, they 

suggested that local unfolding, or cracking, will lead to a linear dependence over a large range 

of the driving force(19, 20). We now examine this notion using multi-basin model MD 

simulations. 

The conformational transition rate coefficient kchange was estimated as the inverse of the first 

passage time as in (28). The transition is considered complete when χ first reaches the value at 

the minimum of the final basin. For very large driving forces, the conformational transition 

becomes barrier-less and limited only by diffusion, as expected. In this regime the rate becomes 

saturated. Here, we limit ourselves to thermodynamic conditions having significant barriers: 

The trajectories reside in the initial basin at least 100 MD steps (on average) before making the 

first transition.  

For the four proteins studied, we calculated both the rates going from open to closed and in the 

other direction, over as large a range of the driving force without reaching the barrier-less 

regime. The resulting Tafel plots (Fig. 1.9) are surprisingly linear (with the exception of the 

binding reaction for S100A6, which is curved). The linear dependence is the consequence of the 

local unfolding as described in Miyashita et al. (19, 20) (See Fig. 1.10). 

 

Fig. 1.9 The transition rate constant as a 

function of the driving force (Tafel plot) 

GBP is in red, S100A6 is in green, DHFR is 

in black, and HIV-1 protease is in blue. The 

dashed line is transition from unbound to 

bound, the solid line is from bound to 

unbound. The sign of the driving force is 

taken so that the increase corresponds to   

stabilization of the final state. 
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Fig. 1.10 Relation between the character of energy surface and Tafel plot Energy surfaces 

become linear around transition region by cracking. As a result of the energy surface, Tafel plot 

becomes linear.   

 

 

1.4 Discussion 

 Building on the elastic picture of Miyashita and collaborators, the multiple-basin models 

somewhat similar to the present one have recently been proposed. Maragakis and Karplus put 

forward a plastic network model, in which individual basins are approximated by the Tirion 

harmonic model which are then smoothly connected by the secular equation formulation, as we 

did.(36) Being locally pure harmonic, local unfolding is not taken into account in this model. 

This plastic network model should work best for small-amplitude conformational changes. The 

model developed by Best et al. is close in spirit to the present multi-basin Hamiltonian because 

it also connects single-basin Gō potentials in a smooth function.(37) Their interpolation was 

achieved by the analogy to Boltzmann averaging, instead of the secular equation formula. Their 

model should give similar results to ours when there are two basins. When there are more than 

two basins, the present model allows the possibility to modulate the barrier heights of each 

basin-hopping motion individually and thus is somewhat flexible.  

Directly modeling the multiple-basin energy landscapes is at an early stage. There is 

considerable room for creativity and improvement at this low resolution scale. An ingredient 

that is missing in the present model as well as in the others is precisely how to correctly account 

for the interaction with ligands. In the current model, the effects of ligand are implicit in the 

value of V , which modulates the overall stability. But such a term does not account for the 

local nature of the interactions with the ligand. For example, S100A6 binds to calcium ions at 

the EF-hand loops and the interactions with calcium ions make the EF-hand loop more rigid. 

This locality may play an important role in allostery. Further work in this direction is done in the 

next chapter.  

The present multiple-basin model can directly be used for MD simulation of very large 

biomolecular systems, such as molecular motors. Recently, the molecular mechanisms of the 
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rotary motor F1-ATPase were studied using the switching Gō model.(38) In that work, the 

change in the nucleotide state was modeled as a “vertical excitation”, resulting in switching 

between single basin models. The multiple-basin model proposed here provides a natural 

framework for realizing thermally activated conformational motions coupling ligand binding 

and release.  

 

 

1.5 Conclusion 

Proteins often undergo large-amplitude conformational changes by allostery, substrate binding 

or product release to take the appropriate conformations to fulfill their functions. We proposed 

the “multiple-basin model” for such large-amplitude conformational changes that involve partial 

unfolding and applied the model to the conformational changes of four proteins, glutamine 

binding protein (GBP), S100A6, dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and HIV-1 protease, to 

simulate the processes. As results, first, the different free energy surfaces that show the different 

mechanisms of conformational change were obtained. Conformational change consists of two 

processes that are breaking contacts of initial structure and making contacts of final structure. In 

the case of the conformational change of GBP, two processes were cooperative. In contrast, in 

the case of the conformational change of S100A6, two processes were sequential. Second, the 

free energy surfaces at different simulation temperature showed that how conformational change 

pathway is altered as a function of temperature. In the case of S100A6, at the high temperature, 

the globally extended intermediate emerged on the free energy surface. The pathway through 

this intermediate occurs, although usual direct pathway from initial to final conformation still 

occurs. Third, the transition-state barrier height dependence on relative stability of the two 

conformations was shown to be linear, which implies partial unfolding. 
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Chapter 2: Dynamic energy landscape view of coupled 

binding and protein conformational change: Induced-fit 

versus population-shift mechanisms 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Allostery, the coupling between ligand binding and protein conformational change, is the 

heart of biological network and it has often been explained by two representative models, 

the induced-fit and the population-shift models. Here, we clarified for what systems one 

model fits better than the other by performing molecular simulations of coupled binding 

and conformational change. Based on the dynamic energy landscape view, we developed 

an implicit ligand binding model combined with the double-basin Hamiltonian that 

describes conformational change. From model simulations performed for a broad range of 

parameters, we uncovered that each of the two models has its own range of applicability, 

stronger and longer-ranged interaction between ligand and protein favors the induced-fit 

model, and weaker and shorter-ranged interaction leads to the population-shift model. We 

further postulate that the protein binding to small ligand tends to proceed via the 

population-shift model, whereas the protein docking to macromolecules such as DNA 

tends to fit the induced-fit model. 
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Biological network is constructed by series of molecular recognitions and responses, which are 

ultimately attributed to conformational change of biomolecules upon binding to their partners. 

Traditionally, the coupling between the binding and the conformational transition was explained 

by the 50-years-old induced-fit model of Koshland (1), in which proteins are in their apo 

conformations in the unbound state, and binding to the apo forms induces conformational 

transition to the holo conformations. This model is apparently supported by accumulated 

examples of X-ray structures of the same protein in apo (open) form without the ligand and in 

holo (closed) form with the ligand (2, 3). Recently, however, growing evidence primarily by 

NMR and computer simulations suggests that protein is dynamic, and that intrinsic dynamics of 

a protein in the unbound state involves transient motion towards closed and functional 

conformation (4-6). An emerging view thus is that proteins in the unbound state exist in many 

conformers that include open and closed ones and that, upon binding, the dominant population 

shifts from the open form to the closed one. This “population-shift” model (known also as 

conformational selection or pre-existing equilibrium model), originated from the 

Monod-Wyman-Changeux model of allostery (7), receives more popularity in recent years (8, 

9). 

In this chapter, we investigated what kinds of ligand-binding processes employ the induced-fit 

route and vice versa, by performing a series of molecular simulations of coupled binding and 

conformational transition with a minimalist model of proteins (10). Technically, the 

multiple-basin energy landscape is realized by the structure-based multiple-basin model 

Hamiltonian recently proposed (11-13), and the ligand-binding model is proposed here as the 

stochastic jump between unbound and bound surfaces. We used glutamine binding protein 

(GBP) as a model protein for illustration of the idea (Fig. 2.4(a)). The relative simplicity of the 

model made it possible to simulate binding and unbinding processes coupled with 

conformational change so many times for a variety of parameter sets. Instead of concentrating 

on one set of parameters that could be closest to the protein, here we emphasize the advantage 

of exploring broad range of parameters. By this way, we can get better insights on the allostery.  

In the following sections, we fist review some experimental works which characterize the 

mechanism of ligand-binding: induced-fit or population-shift. Then we introduce the idea of 

dynamic energy landscape to illustrate our model and define induced-fit and population-shift 

pathways clearly.  

 

2.1.1 Experimental works: induced-fit or population-shift 

There is little experimental evidence that distinguishes between the induced-fit and 
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population-shift mechanisms of coupled binding and conformational change. Although there are 

many examples that show conformational change upon ligand binding, mainly from X-ray 

structures, the mechanism cannot be identified from only static structures.  

James et al. used pre-steady-state kinetics analysis, and together with x-ray structures, they 

revealed ligand-binding mechanism of an antibody, SPE7 (14). Pre-steady-state binding kinetics 

were analyzed by monitoring changes in SPE7‟s intrinsic fluorescence upon rapid mixing with 

ligand. The fluorescence quenching showed a complex pattern that can only be described by 

three exponentials, each decaying at different rate. The rate of the fast phase showed linear 

dependency on ligand concentration. So, this phase corresponds to simple association of 

antibody with ligand. The rate of the intermediate phase decreased with ligand concentration. 

This pattern is consistent with equilibrium between two pre-existing antibody conformers, only 

one of which binds the ligand. This phase apparently shows population-shift mechanism. The 

slow phase is unimolecular and first-order in its kinetics and is kinetically separated from the 

previous phases. 

Estabrook et al. used a fluorescence technique to observe the loop movement of M.HhaI, a 

sequence-specific DNA cytosine C
5
 methyltransferase, upon DNA binding and proved that this 

enzyme takes the induced-fit pathway (15).  

 Nevo et al. used a single-molecule technique, dynamic force spectroscopy, to discriminate the 

two mechanisms by comparing the distributions of forces required to unbind the complexes in 

the presence and in the absence of the effector (16-18). The two complexes, 

RanGppNHp-impβ (GppNHp is a GTP analog) and RanGDP-impβ were investigated in the 

presence or absence of the effector RanBP1. As results, RanGppNHp-impβ showed bimodal 

force distributions both in the presence or absence of the effector, only changing their relative 

populations. This suggests the population-shift mechanism. On the other hand, RanGDP-impβ 

showed unimodal force distributions both in the presence and absence of the effector, changing 

means of distributions. This suggests the induced-fit mechanism. The important suggestion by 

this experiment is that, depending on ligand (or binding partner), the binding mechanism can 

change between the two alternative models (16). 

 

2.1.2 Dynamic energy landscape 

To address ligand-binding mechanism, we need to deal with ensemble aspects of protein 

dynamics, which may be best realized by global energy landscape perspective of proteins (19, 

20): The protein has globally funnel-like energy landscape, and when the bottom of the funnel is 

magnified, multiple minima exist among which protein dynamically transits in functional 

motion. On top of this standard landscape view, the energy landscape shape needs to be altered 

upon binding or releasing its interacting partner. This led us to a view of dynamic energy 
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landscape (21-23). A protein in the unbound state resides primarily in an open form with the 

lowest energy, and a less-stable minimum may exist near a closed form (Fig. 2.1). Binding to 

the ligand changes the energy landscape so that the closed form becomes the lowest energy (Fig. 

2.1). By modeling binding and release as jumps between two energy landscapes, we can 

naturally represent the induced-fit and the population-shift scenarios as specific routes on the 

two landscapes. We note that it tends to be thought that the dynamic energy landscape theory is 

directly linked to the population-shift model, but it is not true. In the induced-fit scenario, a 

protein sitting at the open conformer on the unbound surface (UO in Fig. 2.1) binds the ligand to 

jump onto the bound surface (BO), which is followed by the conformational change to the 

closed conformation (BC). Conversely, in the population-shift scenario, the protein pre-exists in 

the closed form without ligand (UC in Fig. 2.1) at some small probability and this fraction can 

bind the ligand directly to reach the BC. Majority of the molecules resides in the UO state 

before binding. Part of this fraction promptly makes the conformational transition to UC state so 

that the system achieves the equilibrium on the unbound surface. Thus, for majority, the protein 

transits from UO to UC, and to BC. The question is thus which is the on-pathway intermediate 

from UO to BC, BO (which suggests the induced-fit) or UC (suggesting the population-shift)? 

 

Fig. 2.1 A schematic view of the dynamic energy landscape  

Protein can reside on one of two energy landscapes, one landscape for ligand-unbound (U) and 

the other for ligand-bound (B) states. Each landscape has (at least) two minima, one for open 

(O) and the other for closed (C) conformations. Thus, there are four states, UO, UC, BO, and 

BC. Protein can jump between two energy landscapes by the ligand binding/unbinding. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

 

2.2.1 Model protein 

We chose glutamine binding protein (GBP) as a model protein throughout the paper. Upon 

binding to a glutamine its conformation changes from open to closed form, which is an 

archetypical hinge-bending motion (Fig. 2.4(a)). We used two X-ray structures, ligand-free open 

form (PDB code: 1GGG) and ligand-bound closed form (PDB code: 1WDN). In simulations, 

we used 5-224 residues, discarding those missing in the PDB structures. We note that we used 

this protein for illustrative purpose: Parameters in the model do not necessarily faithfully 

correspond to those in the real glutamine binding protein. 

 

2.2.2 Modeling ligand binding and protein conformational transition 

 We described that a protein has two distinct ligand-binding states; bound (B) and unbound (U) 

states. In the unbound state, the protein has just its intra-energy, proteinV , whereas the protein in 

the bound state has the intra-energy plus the ligand binding energy, bindprotein VV  . The protein 

intra-energy proteinV  is expressed by all of Cα-atoms, and is set up so that it has the global 

minimum at the open (O) conformation and a less-stable minimum at the closed (C) 

conformation by multiple-basin model (See chapter 1 for explicit expressions). The ligand 

binding energy bindV   does not contain the explicit coordinates of the ligand atoms, but is a 

function of the Cartesian coordinates of ligand-binding sites of the protein (See section 2.2.3 for 

details). bindV  takes negative and large absolute value when the local environment around the 

binding pocket is close to that of the closed (C) conformation, and bindprotein VV   has its global 

minimum at the closed conformation. We note that in the reference X-ray structures the open 

(O) conformation corresponds to the ligand-unbound (U) state and the closed (C) corresponds to 

the bound (B) state, but this is not explicitly imposed in the simulation so that the protein 

experiences BO and UC states at some, albeit small, probabilities.  

In time propagation, the protein conformation is moved by the standard molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulation, whereas the ligand-binding state (B or U) is stochastically changed by the 

rates bk  (binding) and uk (unbinding) implemented as the Metropolis Monte Calro (MC) 

scheme (Fig. 2.1). While in the unbound state, a ligand molecule reaches the binding pocket at 

every bt time with probability bDbb tLktkp  ][ . With this probability, the state changes 

to the bound (B) one. Here bk is the apparent first-order rate for binding, Dk  is the 
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diffusion-controlled second-order rate constant for binding, and ][L  is the ligand 

concentration. While in the bound state, at every ut time, the bound ligand has chance to 

dissociate at a probability that is dependent on bindV . The mixed MD-MC scheme proposed 

here is a convenient way of simulating protein conformational dynamics coupled with ligand 

binding (See section 2.2.4 for details). 

 

2.2.3 Ligand-binding model 

 The ligand binding energy bindV   does not contain the explicit coordinates of the ligand 

atoms, but is a function of the Cartesian coordinates of protein amino acids that are directly 

involved in ligand-binding, which is somewhat similar to (24). We first identified the residues 

involved to ligand binding by using LIGPLOT (25) (Fig. 2.2). Among these residues, we then 

defined “ligand-mediated contact pairs” as pairs of which heavy atom distance is below 10Å 

and that is not included in the native contact pair. For each of these ligand-mediated pairs, we 

adopted a Gaussian function so that we can separately control the minimum and the width of the 

potential, 
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where 1  is the depth for the native contact, ligc  is a parameter that changes strength of 

ligand-mediated contact. ijr0  is the distance between i- and j-th residues at the closed form and 

thus bindV  takes the minimum value when the local environment around the binding pocket is 

close to that of the closed form. ijr0/  defines the interaction range. We changed σ r0ij  from 

0.01 to 0.5, which covers wide range of interactions including hydrogen bonding that can be 

expressed by Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-10 function (26, 27), van der Waals interaction that is 

expressed by LJ 12-6 function, and coulomb interaction (Fig. 2.3). 
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Fig. 2.2 Ligand binding site of GBP 

identified by LIGPLOT(25) Purple bonds 

belong to the ligand, orange bonds belong 

to the hydrogen bonded residues from 

protein, and dashed lines represent 

hydrogen bonds between ligand and GBP. 

Hydrophobic contacts made with GBP are 

indicated by spoked arcs pointing toward 

ligand. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Interaction range of ligand binding energy function Different types of energy 

function are plotted. Black solid lines represent two Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions, black 

dotted line represents coulomb interaction with Debye-Huckel type screening. Red lines 

represent Gaussian function used here with different parameters; left one is the shortest range 

σ r0ij = 0.01 and right one is the longest range σ r0ij = 0.5. 
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2.2.4 The MD-MC coupling simulations 

 The protein structure was propagated by the standard MD method, while the ligand-binding 

state was updated via a MC method. MD simulation was carried out using the constant 

temperature Newtonian dynamics, where the mass of all residues were set to identical. The 

velocity Verlet algorithm was used for time propagation with a simple Berendsen thermostat 

(28) (See Appendix 1). We estimated the folding temperatures of single-basin Go models for the 

open and the closed forms using the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (29), and used 0.8 

times the lower of two folding temperatures as the simulation temperature. 

The MC transition between ligand bound and unbound states was characterized by binding and 

unbinding rate constants kb and ku. At a given ][L , the apparent ligand-binding rate is given by 

][Lkk Db  . The binding is assumed to be diffusion-controlled, and so the second-order rate 

constant Dk  is given as  RDSkD 4 (30). D is the diffusion constant for a glutamine. Based 

on comparison with all-atom simulation, we estimated a MD step of the current model as 

fs100 . This, together with an experimental estimate of the diffusion constant, we set 

2100.1 D [Å
2
/MD step].  RS  is the length-scale of the binding site, for which we 

adopted the distance between Phe50 and Lys115 that locate edge of the binding site. This 

depends on protein conformation;   7.22RS Å in the open form, and   6.8RS Å in the 

closed form. So, the ligand-access is easier in the open form. The ligand concentration ][L is 

set as 0.1M unless otherwise stated. The ligand unbinding rate is given by 

)/||exp(1 TkVtk Bbinduu  
 where ut corresponds to a period of fluctuations of a residue 

in the binding site, and is now set to 100 MD time steps.  

 

2.2.5 Definition of the four states and transition rate analysis 

First, we defined the four states. Ligand-binding state is either unbound (U) or bound (B). The 

conformation is classified as open (O) if 0.0 and as closed (C) if 0.0 . So, we have 

the four states; UO, UC, BO, and BC.  

For the transition rates, under the condition that the U and B are equally probable, we 

performed long-time simulations. In the trajectory, we observed reversible and multiple 

transitions among the four states, and counted the number of transitions between neighboring 

states ijn . Here, transitions in both directions should be equal, in principle, and so we take an 

average of numbers in two-way transitions. To avoid over-counting the re-crossing, we defined 

the completion of one transition when   changed its sign and reached its absolute value larger 

than unity. Under the Markovian approximation, using ijjijiji nkk    , we obtained the 
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transition rates between states, where jik  ( ijk  ) is the rate constant from state i (j) to state j 

(i), i ( j ) is the residential time of state i (j) along the trajectory.   

 

2.2.6 Steady-state analysis 

Within the four-state representation, we performed a simple steady-state analysis. For example, 

when we calculate the rate of induced-fit pathway, that is, from UO via BO to BC, the reaction 

scheme is UO⇄BO→BC. For the steady-state, we assumed that the molecular source is at UO 

state and the molecular sink is at BC. Thus, the reverse transition from BC to BO is zero. We 

further assume that the concentration of the intermediate BO is in steady-state, 

0])[(][
][

211   BOkkUOk
dt

BOd
 where 1k  is apparent first-order rate from UO to BO 

at the fixed ligand concentration, 1k is the dissociation rate from BO to UO and 2k is the rate 

from BO to BC. From this, we directly get the rate of induced-fit ifk ,

][][
][

21

21 UOkUO
kk

kk

dt

BCd
if






. The same sort of analysis about the population-shift 

pathway leads to the rate of population-shift psk . 
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2.3 Results 

 

2.3.1 Binding and conformational transitions are stochastically coupled 

 Using the glutamine binding protein (GBP) as a model system (Fig. 2.4(a)), we simulated 

binding-coupled conformational dynamics at various parameters. Fig. 2.4(b) is a representative 

time course when about half of the time the protein was in the bound state. In the top panel, the 

reaction coordinate   that monitors the conformation is negative (positive) at the open 

(closed) conformations. The conformation changed reversibly and quite abruptly (Each 

transition completed in ~1000 MD steps) many times in the trajectory. The ligand-binding 

energy bindV  of the same trajectory in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.4(b) also showed sudden 

transitions, but their timings were not identical to those of conformational transitions (More 

clearly, see Fig. 2.4(c), which is a close-up of a particular time-window). bindV  took roughly 

three energy levels; 0 (unbound), ~ TkB3  (weak-binding energy) and ~ TkB8  

(strong-binding energy). Comparing to the time course of  , we see that the closed 

conformation tended to have strong-binding energy, while the open-form protein took 

weak-binding energy or unbound state.  

  Notably, conformational transitions and bindings/releases did not occur simultaneously. In the 

trajectory of Fig. 2.4(c), we see that the protein tended to change its conformation from open to 

closed one slightly before ligand-binding suggesting the population-shift mechanism. 

Conversely, when the protein transited from closed to open conformations, the ligand-unbinding 

was followed by the conformational transition. It is interesting to note that the conformational 

change to the closed form initiated the binding, i.e., the population-shift scenario, while the 

unbinding initiated the conformational change to the open form: Thus the sequences of events 

are reversed. Below, we investigated these coupling mechanisms in more detail depending on 

the nature of binding interactions.  
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Fig. 2.4 A representative trajectory of coupled conformational change and ligand binding 

(a) The open and closed structures of GBP and its ligand, glutamine (blue) are shown. The 

ligand-binding residues are represented in red sticks. (b, upper) A representative time course of 

the conformational change coordinate χ. Its negative (positive) value corresponds to the open 

(closed) conformations. (b, lower) A time course of ligand binding energy, Vbind , for the same 

trajectory as upper. (c) A small time window in the trajectory of (b) is magnified. 

 

 

2.3.2 Free energy surface of conformational change and ligand binding 

 To see the coupling between protein conformational change (monitored by  ) and ligand 

binding (monitored by bindV ) more directly, we computed the free-energy surface on the

bindV  plane (Fig. 2.5(a), (b) where typical trajectories are superimposed). Four states, 
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unbound open (UO), unbound closed (UC), bound open (BO), and bound closed (BC) states, are 

seen on the free energy surfaces. We note that the ligand binding state here is discrete, i.e., either 

bound or unbound, and thus the free energy surfaces and trajectories are discontinuous between 

0bindV  and 0bindV . Results for two different ranges of interactions are shown in Fig. 

2.5(a) and (b); the former (latter) corresponds to shorter (longer) range interactions. We note 

that the strength coefficient ligc  of interaction was tuned for each case so that about half of the 

time the protein was in the bound state.  

With a shorter-range interaction ( ijr005.0 ), the dominant pathway from UO to BC passed 

through UC, suggesting that it corresponded to the population-shift pathway: Conformational 

change was followed by the ligand binding (Fig. 2.5(a)). Contrary, with a longer-range 

interaction ( ijr015.0 ) (Fig. 2.5(b)), in addition to the population-shift pathway, we saw the 

alternative induced-fit pathway, where the binding was followed by the conformational change 

(Fig. 2.5(b)). The range of ligand binding interaction directly altered the coupling between the 

binding and the conformational change. 

Fig. 2.5 Two-dimensional free-energy surfaces as a function of protein conformational 

change (𝛘) and the ligand-binding energy (𝐕𝐛𝐢𝐧𝐝) (a) The case of the short-ranged interaction 

σ r0ij = 0.05. The black line is a representative trajectory. (b) The case of the long-ranged 

interaction σ r0ij = 0.15. The black and blue lines are two representative trajectories. 
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2.3.3 Induced-fit versus population-shift: Four states analysis 

 For more quantitative argument, we conducted the first-passage analysis. Starting from the UO 

state, we performed simulations until the protein reached the BC state for the first time. Once 

the protein reached the BC state, we observed from which it reached, either BO or UC. We 

simulated 50 runs for each parameter set. 

 First, we looked into the effect of the interaction strength ligc  (Fig. 2.6(a)) onto the pathway. 

We found that, as the ligand interaction became stronger, the ratio of the induced-fit pathway 

increased. This suggests that stronger interaction between the ligand and the protein tends to 

favor the induced-fit mechanism.  

 Next, we investigated the effect of the range of interactions  . Because, as in the previous 

paragraph, we know that the shift in equilibrium between unbound and bound drastically 

changes the pathway, for each value of  , we tuned the parameter ligc  so that the time spent 

in the bound state is 50%. The result showed clear dependence of the ratio of the 

population-shift pathway on the range of ligand interaction (Fig. 2.6(b)): The shorter-range 

ligand interaction favors the population-shift pathway and vice versa. 

 In summary, as ligand-binding interaction becomes stronger, the dominant pathway shifts from 

population–shift to induced-fit. When the ligand affinity is the same, shorter-range ligand 

interaction favors the population-shift pathway, and vice versa. 
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Fig. 2.6 The first-passage analysis from UO to BC Of 50 trajectories, the number of 

trajectories that went through BO (dashed line, denoted as induced-fit) and UC (solid line, 

denoted as population-shift) is plotted. (a) The ligand-binding strength (clig ) is altered. (b) The 

interaction range σ is altered, whereas the strength of ligand interaction (clig ) is tuned, in rach 

point, so that the ligand is bound for half of the simulation time in equilibrium condition. The 

ratio of the average ligand-binding energy in the BO state relative to that in the BC 

state, Vbind  BO  Vbind  BC , is also plotted with the dotted line, for which the scale on the right 

applies. 

 

 

2.3.4 Transition rates and equilibrium constants in four states 

representation 

 For further dissecting the transitions among four states, we calculated every transition rates 

between two-adjacent states in the four states representation, which also gave us the equilibrium 

constants (See Materials and Methods for details). We note that the binding rate constant given 

here is an apparent first-order rate for a given concentration of the ligand. The resulting rates are 

shown in Fig. 2.7(a) (in unit of 
510

/MD step) for a short-ranged interaction ijr005.0  
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and in Fig. 2.7(b) for a long-ranged one ijr03.0 . In either case, the strength coefficient 

ligc  was tuned up so that ligand was bound for half of the time. 

In the case of short-ranged interaction (Fig. 2.7(a)), the rate constant from BO to UO is 

markedly large. The short-ranged interaction is sensitive to the conformation of the binding site. 

Since the binding is assumed to be optimized at the closed conformation, the binding energy at 

the open form (BO) is small in absolute value, which led to the low equilibrium population in 

BO. A simple steady-state analysis from UO to BC resulted in that the population-shift pathway 

is twice as probable as the induced-fit pathway, that is, kif = 0.054 and kps = 0.11 (See 

Materials and Methods for details). 

Contrary, for the long-ranged interaction case (Fig. 2.7(b)), the same steady-state analysis gave 

that the induced-fit pathway is three times as probable as the population-shift (kif = 0.37 and 

kps = 0.12). The longer-range interaction is less sensitive to the conformation of the binding 

site, so that the BO state has more stability. The transition from UO to BO is fast. Thus, the 

population of BO is relatively large and is possible to be promptly refilled, which makes the 

induced-fit pathway favored.  

  Since the apparent first-order rate constants of the ligand-binding are proportional to the 

ligand concentration, we can put the ligand-concentration dependence back in the diagrams Fig. 

2.7(a) and (b). From these, we calculated the equilibrium titration curves of four states, as 

depicted in Fig. 2.7(c) and (d). ][L  is scaled as unit of the ligand concentration used in 

simulations. For both short- and long-ranged interaction cases, as expected, the concentration of 

BC increased, and that of UO decreased with the ligand concentration. When we focus on the 

regime where the concentrations of UO and BC are comparable ( 1~][L ), the short-ranged case 

(Fig. 2.7(c)) results in UC more favored than BO, whereas the long-ranged interaction (Fig. 

2.7(d)) gives comparable concentrations of BO and UC.  
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Fig. 2.7 The rate constants between the four states and the equilibrium titration curves 

The binding rate constants here are apparent first-order rates at a given ligand concentration, 

and unit is 10−5 per MD step. (a) The case of the short-ranged ligand interaction (σ =

0.05r0ij ). (b) The case of the long-ranged ligand interaction (σ = 0.3r0ij ). (c), (d) The 

equilibrium titration curves of the four states against the ligand concentration. (c) was derived 

from the equilibrium constants in (a), and (d) was derived from the equilibrium constants in (b).  

 

 

2.4 Discussion 

We elucidated that strong and long-ranged ligand interaction favors the induced-fit mechanism, 

whereas weak and short-ranged ligand interaction leads to the population-shift mechanism in 

simulation study. Now, we look into some examples for which the coupling mechanisms were 

relatively well established experimentally. Binding of an antigen, hapten DNP-Ser, to an 

antibody, SPE7, was characterized to take the population-shift pathway (14). SPE7 in its 

unbound state is in equilibrium between two pre-existing conformers (Ab
1 
and Ab

2
) and one of 

which (Ab
2
) corresponds to the ligand-bound conformation. Looking into the binding site 

characteristics, we noticed that the binding site of SPE7 is hydrophobic surrounded by many 

bulky aromatic rings. Its partner, hapten, is also hydrophobic having an aromatic ring (Fig. 

2.8(a)). Thus their interaction is primarily hydrophobic interaction as well as specific hydrogen 

bonding, both of which are short-ranged. This is consistent with our finding.  

The induced-fit mechanism has been suggested for various DNA-protein binding. Here we 

picked up M.HhaI, DNA cytosine C
5
 metyltransferase, which binds to DNA substrates (15). A 

flexible loop within M.HhaI (residues 80-100) recognizes the cognate DNA. It has been shown 
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that the loop is reorganized to the closed conformer when the enzyme binds to cognate DNA, 

but not closed when it binds to nonspecific DNA, suggesting that the recognition process of the 

loop is induced-fit. Not surprisingly for the DNA-binding protein, the binding loop of the 

protein is positively charged, and DNA is negatively charged (Fig. 2.8(b)). Thus their interaction 

is mainly electrostatic and thus is long-ranged. On top, since DNA is a relatively large ligand, 

the interaction energy between M.HhaI and DNA is likely to be very large. All these are 

consistent with our finding. 

Although the allostery is inherently the dynamic problem, its kinetics is constrained by the 

underlying energetics. Energetically, putting aside kinetics, the induced-fit pathways would be 

favored when both of the following conditions hold: 1) With a high concentration of ligand in 

solution, the BO state is significantly more stable than the UO, and 2) the BC is more stable 

than the BO. We assume that the ligand binding is strongest at the closed conformation and that 

fraction of the ligand-protein interaction in the BC state is formed in the BO state. We directly 

see that the stronger ligand binding energy tends to satisfy the above two conditions, thus 

guiding to the induced-fit pathways. Long-ranged interaction between protein and ligand tends 

to satisfy the first condition above because long-ranged interaction makes the interaction energy 

less sensitive to the conformation of protein and thus the ligand-protein interaction at the open 

conformer is increased i.e., the first condition above, which thus support the induced-fit 

mechanism. We tested this interpretation by computing 
BCbindBObind VV / , and found that 

this ratio correlates very well with the fraction of the induced-fit pathway (The dotted line in Fig. 

2.6(b)). If the interaction range is too large, however, the interaction energy becomes nearly the 

same between the open and closed conformers, which is opposed to the second condition above. 

In the limit, the conformation would not change to the closed form. In this context, probably, 

having a large interface between protein and ligand would be beneficial to have the induced-fit 

pathway partly because the large interface implies strong interaction and partly because the 

large interface makes it easy to have partial, yet significant, interaction in the BO state and the 

rest of interaction achieved in the BC state. Therefore, we postulate that protein interaction with 

small ligand tends to favor the population-shift pathway as in the cases of antibody-antigen and 

enzyme-substrate, whereas protein docking to DNA, RNA, or protein with large interface favors 

the induced-fit.  

While we shed light on relatively simple cases, real molecular systems must contain more 

complexity. First, conformational change does not proceed uniformly, but may be hierarchic. 

For example, a sub-structure near the binding site may move differently from the rest of the 

protein. In this two-mode case, one mode may correspond to the population-shift model, 

whereas the other mode may fit the induced-fit (31). A specific role of a loop near an active site 
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was characterized for horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase (32). Another very plausible scenario is 

the “population-shift followed by induced-fit” pathway. Unbound protein has a transient local 

minimum, which is not identical but is directed towards the closed conformation. 

Ligand-binding shifts the population to this partially closed conformation, which further induces 

conformational change up to the closed conformation. Substrate-binding and product-release in 

enzymes turns on another type of complexity because the substrate and the product are not the 

same, opening a possibility that binding and release have different pathways.  

Fig. 2.8 Molecular examples that were suggested to show the population-shift and 

induced-fit mechanisms (a) An antibody, SPE7, and its ligand hapten DNP-ser are suggested 

to show the population-shift mechanism. (left) SPE7 dimer is shown in cartoon with its binding 

sites in red sticks. Hapten DNP-Ser is shown in blue sticks. (right) 

Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity and the electrostatic potential of SPE7 are shown by color. The 

ligand-binding site is highly hydrophobic. (b) M. Hhal (DNA cytosine C
5
 methyltransferase) 

binds to DNA via the induced-fit mechanism. (left) M.Hhal is shown in cartoon with its binding 

sites in red-stick representation, and DNA is shown in blue. (right) 

Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity and the electrostatic potential of both molecules are shown. The 

binding sites of M. Hhal (DNA) have high (low) electrostatic potential, indicating that their 

binding is via electrostatic interactions. The electrostatic potentials were drawn by eF-site and 

PDBjViewer (33). 
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2.5 Conclusions 

Using the multiple-basin model of protein conformational change and a newly developed 

implicit ligand binding model, we investigated the interplay between the induced-fit and the 

population-shift mechanisms of coupled binding and conformational transition process. We 

found that strong and long-ranged interaction favors the induced-fit pathway, whereas weak and 

short-ranged interaction leads to the population-shift pathway. These are consistent with many 

available experimental data.  

 The coarse-grained model of coupled binding and conformational change developed here is 

quite general and can be applied to simulate broad-range of large-amplitude motion in 

biomolecular complex, such as ATPase and other macromolecular machines (34-36). 
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Chapter 3: Allostery in working mechanism of molecular 

motor; F1-ATPase 

 

 

 

Abstract 

F1-ATPase is water soluble portion of F1Fo-adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthase. 

F1-ATPase by itself rotates  -subunit with certain torque using free energy drop of ATP 

hydrolysis. How free energy of ATP hydrolysis is used to rotate  -subunit mechanically? 

The mechano-chemical coupling has been a central theme of this motor protein. Some 

experiments suggest that  -angle regulates three nucleotide states, which is sometimes 

referred as the  -dictator mechanism. We examine the possibility that 𝛄-angle regulates 

the ADP release as experimentally suggested. As results, we found that the more 𝛄-angle 

rotates forward, the faster the ADP site conformational change, thus ADP-release, and 

interaction between 𝛄-subunit and 𝛃-subunit of the ADP site was important for the 

conformational change. We further analyzed allosteric coupling between ATP-binding and 

ADP-release, which accompanies 𝟖𝟎° rotation of 𝛄, and found that, for the tight coupling 

between ATP-binding and ADP-release, the existence of 𝛄-axle is necessary, supporting 

𝛄-dictator mechanism. 
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3.1 Introduction 

 

F1-ATPase (F1) is water soluble portion of F1Fo-adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthase. Both 

F1 and Fo (membrane-embedded portion) are rotary motors and have a common rotary shaft. F1 

being powered by ATP hydrolysis and Fo by proton flow, their rotary directions are opposite to 

each other. F1 by itself rotates counterclockwise (viewed from membrane side) driven by ATP 

hydrolysis, but under physiological condition, F1Fo-ATPase synthesizes ATP from adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi) driven by proton flow through Fo. 

 A minimal active subcomplex for F1-ATPase is  33 -subunits. The central  -subunit 

rotates inside a cylinder made of 33 -subunits.  - and  -subunits are arranged 

alternatively and three  -subunits mainly host catalytic sites (Fig. 3.1(a)). Single molecule 

experiments have visualized the counterclockwise rotations (1) and the discrete 120°stepwise 

rotations (2). Each step is driven by hydrolysis of one ATP molecule at high efficiency. Input 

energy is free energy drop of one ATP hydrolysis, TkB20  under physiological condition (3), 

and output is to rotate  -subunit with a certain torque. Thus, the central question has been how 

free energy of ATP hydrolysis is used to rotate  -subunit mechanically.  

 This mechano-chemical coupling mechanism has been studied over years. Yasuda et al. found 

that the 120°step is further resolved into 80° and 40° substeps (4). The 80° substep is 

driven by ATP binding, and the 40° substep by product release, ADP or Pi. The dwell time 

before a 40°substep consists of two ms1  reactions. One of the reactions is ATP hydrolysis 

in a site that bound ATP one step ago (5). Adachi et al. almost identified the coupling 

mechanism finding that the other reaction before a 40°substep is Pi release and ADP is released 

at 240°after it is bound as ATP at 0° (6). The overall coupling scheme is summarized in Fig. 

3.2. 

It was proved that the mechano-chemical coupling is reversible. That is, mechanical rotation of 

 -subunit in the synthesis direction by an external force leads to ATP synthesis like in the 

physiological condition (7). Thus, it has been believed that  -angle controls the kinetics of 

chemical reactions in the three catalytic sites, which is sometimes referred to as  -dictator 

mechanism (3, 8). Hirono-Hara et al. applied external forces on   by magnetic tweezer and 

made  -angle forward from the ADP-inhibited form, which fails to release ADP and poses 

after the 80 rotation (9). They found that the rate constant of ADP dissociation exponentially 

increases with  -angle in the forward direction, which indicates  -angle induces 

conformational change of the ADP-bound  -subunit to open. In contrast to the  -dictator 

mechanism, Furuike et al. truncated  -subunit from the bottom step by step until the remaining 

rotor simply sat on the concave entrance of 33 -orifice (8). Without firm pivoting at the 

bottom, all truncation mutants rotated in the correct direction, although the average rotary 
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speeds were low and irregular motions were observed. This may suggest another possibility that 

the 33 -cylinder by itself undergoes nucleotide-dependent circular conformational changes 

without supervision by  , and the rotation of   is simply driven by them.  

 Although the coupling scheme between  -rotation and nucleotide state at three catalytic sites 

was basically clarified, physicochemical mechanism at molecular level is still unknown. X-ray 

structures revealed conformational changes of  -subunit and  -interface depending on 

nucleotide states (10) (Fig. 3.1(b)). Without nucleotide,  -subunit takes open conformation, 

which is denoted as E  ( -subunit is also denoted as E ). Upon ATP binding,  -subunit 

changes its conformation to closed one, which is denoted as TP  ( -subunit is also denoted 

as TP ) (Fig. 3.1(b)). Hydrolysis of ATP to ADP does not change  -subunit conformation so 

much, but change  -interface tightly packed, which is denoted as DPDP  , . F1-ATPase 

apparently uses these conformational changes to produce torque to rotate  -subunit.  

 Molecular dynamics simulation is potentially powerful to visualize structural dynamics of the 

motor machine. Conventional all atom simulations have been used to observe the dynamics 

when a torque or a biasing force was applied to rotate  -subunit in the synthesis direction (11, 

12). But in the hydrolysis direction, it takes so much time to observe conformational changes, 

usually micro-milliseconds, that is beyond the reach of the all atom simulations (13). In this 

situation, coarse-grained (CG) model that neglects atomic details can be more useful. Koga and 

Takada proposed one of CG models, “switching Gō model”, to describe conformational change 

of  -subunits and assumed only short-ranged repulsive interactions between   and 33

-subunits (14). First, starting from the structure solved by Abrahams et al.(10) (denoted as the 

1994 structure), they switched three  -subunit‟s conformations one step forward all at once, 

that is, from  DP, E, TP αβ1,αβ2,αβ3 (Fig. 3.2(a)) to  E, TP, DP αβ1,αβ2,αβ3 (Fig. 3.2(e)), and 

observed 120 rotations of  . This result indicates that structural complementarities are of 

primary importance for the rotation rather than detailed hydrophobic or side chain packing 

interactions. Second, they switched only αβ2 (corresponding to bottom right circle in Fig. 

3.2(a)) from 
1994

E  to 
1994

TP  (See Materials and Methods for the notation) remaining other 

two the same. This situation corresponds to generally called, tri-site model (all three catalytic 

sites occupied at a certain time). The simulation results did not show any unidirectional 

rotations indicating the tri-site model is impossible. Third, from experimental suggestions (15, 

16) they redefined the nucleotide states of the 1994 structure as  DP + Pi , E, TP αβ1,αβ2,αβ3 and 

assumed that upon phosphate release,
 
αβ1 changes its conformation from 

1994

DP  to 
2001

HC  

(so called “half closed” form). They also assumed simultaneous reactions of ATP binding at site 

2 and ADP release at site1. Thus, the overall catalysis scheme is, starting from  DP +

Pi , E, TP αβ1,αβ2,αβ3 with the 1994 structure, then the phosphate is released at site 1, which is 
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followed by the simultaneous ATP binding at site 2 and ADP release at site 1. In this scheme, the 

site occupancy of nucleotides is always two (always-bi-site model). As simulation results, they 

found the  30  substep upon phosphate release and the  80  substep upon simultaneous 

reactions of ATP binding and ADP release and 10  rotation upon ATP hydrolysis. 

Surprisingly, the proposed always-bi-site model turned out to fit perfectly well with the 

completed experimental scheme published later (6).  

 In this chapter, we applied the multiple-basin model that we developed in chapter 1 and the 

implicit ligand binding model that we developed in chapter 2 to working mechanism of 

F1-ATPase. Comparing to the switching Gō model developed by Koga and Takada (14), the 

multiple-basin model can describe spontaneous conformational transitions driven by thermal 

fluctuations rather than sudden potential switch in the switching Gō model. Applying these 

methods, we want to clarify allosteric regulations in working mechanism of this motor. First, we 

examine correlation between nucleotide state and x-ray structure. The  -structure that 

corresponds to the DP state (after Pi release) and the structure before the 80° substep (Fig. 

3.2(a)) have not been known clearly. We carried out structural comparison of  -structures to 

identify the structure, and using the structure, we simulate substep rotation of γ to validate the 

result. Second, we focus on allosteric regulation of ADP release from the ADP site (upper circle 

in Fig. 3.2(a)) by γ-rotation, which indicates γ-dictator mechanism. We set up a simulation 

model that corresponds to the experiment by Hirono-Hara et al.(9). Third, we focus on allosteric 

coupling among ATP-binding on the Empty site (bottom right circle in Fig. 3.2(a)), ADP-release 

from the ADP site (upper circle in Fig. 3.2(a)), and γ-rotation, which should induce the 80° 

substep. 
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Fig. 3.1 X-ray structure of F1-ATPase (a) α3β3γ -complex of bovine F1-ATPase(10). 

γ-subunit and three catalytic sites are circled with dotted line. (b) Three β-subunits are fitted 

using N terminal parts (bottom parts in the figure). βE  is shown in gray, βDP  is shown in 

green, and βTP  is shown in blue. ATP analog is shown in red spheres and ADP is shown in 

yellow spheres. C terminal parts (upper parts in the figure) show considerable conformational 

change upon nucleotide binding, although βDP  and βTP  show almost the same structure. 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Experimentally identified coupling scheme of 𝛄-rotation and nucleotide states(6) 

In this figure, adjacent αβ-subunits are grouped together and represented by circles. The colors 

of nucleotide represent the specific sites in which the nucleotide belongs to. The 80° substep is 

accompanied by ATP-binding and ADP-release. On the other hand, the 40°  substep is 

accompanied by Pi-release.  
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

  

3.2.1 Crystal structures of F1-ATPase used 

 We used three x-ray structures of F1-ATPase. One is bovine F1-ATPase determined in 1994 by 

Abrahams et al. (PDB number; 1bmf, described as the 1994 structure) (10). The three catalytic 

sites are at the interfaces between  - and  -subunits and predominantly hosted by 

-subunits. So, these adjacent  -subunits are grouped together. The three catalytic sites in the 

1994 structure were filled with AMP-PNP (ATP analog), ADP and nothing, which are denoted 

as 
1994

TP ,
1994

DP  and 
1994

E  respectively. Pi was not present in the ADP site, so Abrahams 

et al. suggested that the structure is in the ADP-inhibited form (10). Later, it was suggested that 

the ADP site might bind azide and it prevented Pi from binding (13, 17). Another structure is 

bovine mitochondrial F1-ATPase determined in 2001 by Menz et al. (PDB number; 1h8e, 

described as the 2001 structure) (18). In this structure, all three catalytic sites bind nucleotides. 

αβTP  and αβDP  bind ADP and fluoroaluminate (AlF4
−), and αβHC  binds ADP and sulfate, 

which are denoted as αβTP
2001 , αβDP

2001 , αβHC
2001 . αβHC

2001  takes a novel structure in which 

αβ-interface is closed although β-subunit takes open structure, so this structure is called “half 

closed” (HC). The third structure is yeast F1-ATPase determined in 2006 by Kabaleeswaran et al. 

(PDB number; 2hld, described as the 2006 structure) (19). The three catalytic sites in the 2006 

structure were filled with AMP-PNP, AMP-PNP and nothing, which are denoted as 
2006

TP ,

2006

HO and 
2006

E  respectively. The interface between 
2006

HO and 
2006

HO  is more open than 

that of 
1994

DP and 
1994

DP , so it is called “half open” (HO) structure (13). The other two, 
2006

TP

and 
2006

E  are essentially the same to that of the 1994 structure.  

 

3.2.2 Simulating substep rotation of 𝛄-subunit 

 First, 33 -subunits are grouped into three. As described above,  -and  -subunits that host 

the same catalytic site are grouped together; chain C&D, A&E and B&F of the x-ray structures 

are grouped together, which are denoted as 1 (ADP site), 2 (Empty site) and 3 (ATP 

site) respectively (Fig. 3.3). When we consider interactions, we group the interactions in the 

same way. That is, 1  contains intra-chain interactions of chain C and D, inter-chain 

interactions of chain C-D and chain D-A. The last inter-chain interaction of chain D-A is not 

trivial. It is not clear that into which the interactions between the three grouped  -subunits 

should be grouped. We focus on the fact that  -subunits do not change conformations. So, it is 

natural to group these interactions into  -subunit‟s sides that mainly contribute conformational 

changes. Therefore, 2 contains intra-chain interactions of chain A and E, inter-chain 

interactions of chain A-E and E-B, and 3 contains intra-chain interactions of chain B and F, 
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inter-chain interactions of chain B-F and F-C (Fig. 3.3).  

 We prepare three structures; the 1994 structure, the structure in which αβ1 of the 1994 

structure is replaced to αβHO
2006  (the near 2006 structure, See Results), and the structure in 

which three αβs are replaced to the structures of the 1994 structure after 120° rotation (the 

120° rotated 1994 structure). We performed two steps of simulation; at step 1, starting with the 

1994 structure, we change conformation of αβ1 to the near 2006 structure, and at step 2, 

starting with the last structure of step 1, we change three αβs to the 120° rotated 1994 

structure. We describe conformational changes by multiple-basin model that we developed in 

chapter 1. We assume that the interaction between 33  and   is only repulsive interaction 

and constrain the coordinates of N terminal of three  -subunits analogous to the His-tag used 

in single molecule experiments to fix the molecule on a plate and C terminal of  -subunit 

otherwise it flies away. Thus, the energy function becomes, 

 

V = Vαβ1 + Vαβ2 + Vαβ3 + Vγ + Vα3β3−γ + Vspring  

 

At step 1, 

Vαβ1 =
VG Rαβ1|αβDP

1994 + VG Rαβ1|αβHO
2006 + ∆Vαβ1

2

− 
VG Rαβ1|αβDP

1994 − VG Rαβ1|αβHO
2006 − ∆Vαβ1

2
+ ∆2 

Vαβ2 = VG Rαβ2|αβE
1994  

Vαβ3 = VG Rαβ3|αβTP
1994  

 

At step 2, 

Vαβ1 =
VG Rαβ1|αβHO

2006 + VG Rαβ1|αβE
1994 + ∆Vαβ1

2

− 
VG Rαβ1|αβHO

2006 − VG Rαβ1|αβE
1994 − ∆Vαβ1

2
+ ∆2 

Vαβ2 =
VG Rαβ2|αβE

1994 + VG Rαβ2|αβTP
1994 + ∆Vαβ2

2

− 
VG Rαβ2|αβE

1994 − VG Rαβ2|αβTP
1994 − ∆Vαβ2

2
+ ∆2 
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Vαβ3 =
VG Rαβ3|αβTP

1994 + VG Rαβ3|αβDP
1994 + ∆Vαβ3

2

− 
VG Rαβ3|αβTP

1994 − VG Rαβ3|αβDP
1994 − ∆Vαβ3

2
+ ∆2 

Common for step 1 and 2, 

 

Vγ = VG Rγ |γ1994  

Vα3β3−γ =  εrep  
D

rij
 

12

i∈α3β3,
j∈γ

 

Vspring =  
0.0                         (di < di

C)

0.18 di − di
C 

2
  (di ≥ di

C)
  

 

where VG RX Y  is single Gō potential of X, Y is its reference structure (we changed two 

parameters from the original one used in chapter 1, ε1 = 0.36, ε2 = 0.36), εrep = 0.36, 

D = 6.0A, di is displacement length of residue i from initial coordinate, i is three β1 and 

γ272 (tail, see Fig. 3.4), di
C  is set to 2.0Å for β1 and 1.5Å for γ272. ∆= 200.0 throughout 

the simulations, at step 1, ∆Vαβ1 is changed from 100.0 to -500.0 at 106th MD step. At step 2, 

we tried two ways; in one way, ∆Vαβ1 and ∆Vαβ2 are changed from 100.0 to -500.0 at 105th 

MD step and then ∆Vαβ3 is changed from 100.0 to -500.0 at 1.1 × 106th MD step, in the other 

way, we changed all at 105th MD step. Energy unit is arbitrary, but relative value compared to 

thermal energy kB T has meaning (See section 3.2.5 for the value of thermal energy). 

 For the definition of the rotation angle of  , we first transform the coordinate system so that 

the vertical direction that penetrates the α3β3-cylinder-like structure corresponds to z-axis. We 

use the vector Λ that represents the direction from γ78 (neck) to γ90 (top) as below, 

Λ =  
r i − r γ78

 r i − r γ78 i∈γ79−90

 

We use x-y components of this vector to define the rotation angle from the initial one, 

θγ t = cos−1  
Λxy (t) ∙ Λxy (0)

 Λxy (t)  Λxy (0) 
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Fig. 3.3 Three interaction groups of the model 

The colors; green, yellow, and blue, represent the 

three interaction groups. The interactions between 

paired αβ are grouped into β-side group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4 X-ray structure of 𝛄-subunit (the 1994 structure) 

Amino acid sequences and residue numbers are described. 

Leu-272 is called “tail”, Cys-78 is called “neck”, Lys-90 is 

called “top”, and Leu-209 is called “head”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Simulating allosteric interaction between ADP site and 𝛄-subunit 

 In this simulation, we focus on conformational change of the ADP site, that is, 1  under 

-angle constraints. So, 1  is set to double-basin potential energy that we proposed recently 

(See chapter 1). 2 , 3 and   are set to single-basin potential using single Gō model. We 

consider ADP binding effect in the ADP site by implicit ligand model that is described in 

chapter 2. Then we add constraint potential to fix  -angle at arbitrary angles. Thus, the 

potential energy function becomes, 

 

V = Vαβ1 + Vαβ2,αβ3 + Vbind −ADP + Vγ−angle + Vγ + Vα3β3−γ + Vspring  
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Vαβ1 =
VG Rαβ1|αβDP

1994 + VG Rαβ1|αβE
1994 + ∆V

2

−  
VG Rαβ1|αβDP

1994 − VG Rαβ1|αβE
1994 − ∆V

2
 

2

+ ∆2 

Vαβ2,αβ3 = VG Rαβ2|αβE
1994 + VG Rαβ3|αβTP

1994  

 

Vbind −ADP =

 
 
 

 
 

0.0 (if ADP is unbound)

 −clig ε1exp  −
 rij r0ij − 1.0 

2

2 σ/r0ij 
2  

ligand −mediated
contacts

  (if ADP is bound)
  

Vγ−angle = Kγ−angle  cosθγ − cosθγ
C 

2
+ Kγ−angle  sinθγ − sinθγ

C 
2
 

 

where VG RX Y  is single Gō potential of X, Y is its reference structure, ∆= 190.0 , 

∆V = −27.5, εrep = 0.2, D = 4.0 Å, Kγ−angle = 10.0, θγ  is the rotation angle of  , which 

is measured at γ90 (top, see Fig. 3.4), θγ
C  is the constraint angle, Clig = 1.7, σ r0ij = 0.05. 

The last three terms, Vγ , Vα3β3−γ , Vspring  are the same as the section 3.2.2. Energy unit is 

arbitrary, but relative value compared to thermal energy kB T has meaning (See section 3.2.5 

for the value of thermal energy). For energy function of the single Gō potential, see chapter 1.  

 

3.2.4 Simulating allosteric coupling between ATP-binding and 

ADP-release 

 In this simulation, we focus on allosteric coupling between ATP-binding and ADP-release, 

which accompany the 80°  substep (Fig. 3.2(a)-(c)). As described above, we grouped 

interactions into three groups (Fig. 3.3). All three αβ-subunits are set to have double-basin 

potential energy by the model we proposed recently (See chapter 1). We mainly used the 2006 

structure and defined its nucleotide state as  DP, E, TP αβ1,αβ2,αβ3 (See Results), which 

corresponds to before the 80° substep (Fig. 3.2(a)). We used the 2006 structure as the initial 

structure and set the potential so that one basin is at the 2006 structure and the other is the 

structure after 80°  rotation. Thus, 1  has two potential basins at αβHO
2006 and αβE

2006 , 

2 at αβE
2006  and αβTP

2006 , and 3  at αβTP
2006 and αβDP

1994 . We used αβDP
1994  because 

there is no DP + Pi state in the 2006 structure (αβHO
2006  is in DP state (after Pi release)). In this 

model, we analyze the coupling between conformational change of 2 upon ATP-binding and 

1 upon ADP-release. Thus, the energy function becomes, 

 

V = Vαβ1 + Vαβ2 + Vαβ3 + Vγ + Vα3β3−γ + Vspring  
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Vαβ1 =
VG Rαβ1|αβHO

2006 + VG Rαβ1|αβE
2006 + ∆Vαβ1

2

−  
VG Rαβ1|αβHO

2006 − VG Rαβ1|αβE
2006 − ∆Vαβ1

2
 

2

+ ∆2 

Vαβ2 =
VG Rαβ2|αβE

2006 + VG Rαβ2|αβTP
2006 + ∆Vαβ2

2

−  
VG Rαβ2|αβE

2006 − VG Rαβ2|αβTP
2006 − ∆Vαβ2

2
 

2

+ ∆2 

Vαβ3 =
VG Rαβ3|αβTP

2006 + VG Rαβ3|αβDP
1994 + ∆Vαβ3

2

−  
VG Rαβ3|αβTP

2006 − VG Rαβ3|αβDP
1994 − ∆Vαβ3

2
 

2

+ ∆2 

Vγ = VG Rγ |γ2006  

Vα3β3−γ =  εrep  
D

rij
 

12

i∈α3β3,
j∈γ

 

Vspring =  
0.0                         (di < di

C)

0.18 di − di
C 

2
  (di ≥ di

C)
  

 

where VG RX Y  is single Gō potential of X, Y is its reference structure (we changed two 

parameters from the original one used in chapter 1, ε1 = 0.36, ε2 = 0.36), εrep = 0.36, 

D = 6.0A, di is displacement length of residue i from initial coordinate, i is three β1 and 

γ276 (tail), di
C  is set to 2.0Å for β1  and 1.5Å for γ276. ∆= 200.0, ∆Vαβ1 = ∆Vαβ3 =

−25.0. For ∆Vαβ2, we change the value during the simulations, which mimics a ATP binding 

event. We use ∆Vαβ2 = 0.0 for first 100,000 MD step, then switch it to ∆Vαβ2 = −100.0. 

Energy unit is arbitrary, but relative value compared to thermal energy kB T has meaning (See 

section 3.2.5 for the value of thermal energy). 

 Inspired by the experiment truncating γ-axle step by step (8), we set up a similar situation on 

the model above. For realizing truncation of γ-axle, we modified interactions between α3β3 

and γ. We deleted the interactions between truncated γ residues and α3β3-subunits, although 

internal interactions of γ-subunit was not modified. We fixed the C-terminal side residue after 

the truncation, instead of the tail residue, for which only z-axis direction was fixed (z-axis is in 
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line with axle direction). 

 

3.2.5 Simulation protocols 

 We perform molecular dynamics simulations using Langevin equation (See Appendix 1) (20, 

21). The masses for all beads are set to identical. The simulation temperature is controlled 

through the random force term in Langevin equation, and set so that thermal energy becomes 

kB T = 0.4 (section 3.2.3), or kB T = 0.3 (section 3.2.2, 3.2.4) (Energy unit is arbitrary, see 

Appendix 1). The friction constant is set to γ = 0.25 (section 3.2.3) or γ = 0.05 (section 

3.2.2, 3.2.4), which means the relaxation time becomes 20 MD step or 100 MD step, 

respectively.  
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3.3 Results 

 

3.3.1 𝛂𝛃-structure corresponding to each nucleotide state 

 The coupling scheme between γ rotation and three nucleotide states was basically identified 

recently (6). So, the next step is to assign the structure to each nucleotide state. Single molecule 

studies have revealed that F1 has two stable conformational states before 80° or 40° substeps, 

which are referred to as the “binding dwell state” (Fig. 3.2 (a) and (e)) and “catalytic dwell state” 

(Fig. 3.2 (c) and (d)) respectively. The 1994 structure was identified as catalytic dwell state by 

simulations (14) and experiments (10, 22). But, the structure that corresponds to binding dwell 

state is still unclear, especially, αβ-structure corresponding to the DP state (after Pi release) has 

been unclear. According to the coupling scheme experimentally completed, Pi release induces 

40° substep. So, there should be some conformational change from the DP+Pi state (16). Koga 

and Takada used αβHC
2001  as the DP state and observed ≈ 30° substep, but it was somewhat 

arbitrary (14). In this section, we compare all αβ-structures of the three x-ray structures; the 

1994, 2001, 2006 structures, and try to specify the αβ-structure of the DP state.  

 We calculated root mean square deviation (RMSD) using only Cα  atoms for all pairs of 

αβ-structures. When we compare structures from different species, we ignored the regions 

identified as gap or insertion by sequence alignment (blast2sequence(23) was used). The results 

are summarized in Table 3.1. Then, based on pairwise RMSD values, we mapped all 

αβ-structures on two-dimensional surface using multi-dimensional scaling (one of multivariate 

analysis) (Fig. 3.5). From the mapping, we can see relative distances among αβ-structures. On 

the map, there are three groups and two isolated structures. The three groups; αβTP
1994,2001,2006

, 

αβDP
1994,2001

 and αβE
1994,2006

, correspond to the TP, DP+Pi and E state, respectively. One 

isolated structure, αβHO
2006 , is the half open, and the other, αβHC

2001 , is the half closed. We can 

assume that the DP state is in between the DP+Pi and E states. Therefore, we identified the half 

open structure (αβHO
2006 ) as the DP state rather than the half closed (αβHC

2001 ). From this result, we 

can identify the 2006 structure as the binding dwell state. This result is supported by the x-ray 

structure of the 2006 structure. We fitted three independent structures in the 2006 structure using 

only α3β3-subunits, and observed tendency for γ to rotate in the hydrolysis direction (data not 

shown).  
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Table 3.1 Pairwise RMSD of 𝛂𝛃-structures 1bmf is PDB number of the 1994 structure, 1h8e 

is PDB number of the 2001 structure, and 2hld is PDB number of the 2006 structure. “AE” 

represents chain A&E, “BF” represents chain B&F, and “CD” represents chain C&D.  

 

 

Fig. 3.5 Two-dimensional mapping of 𝛂𝛃 -structures x-axis can be interpreted as 

conformational change of β-subunits and y-axis can be interpreted as conformational change of 

α/β interfaces. 
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3.3.2 Substep rotation of 𝛄-subunit using the identified binding dwell 

structure 

 In the previous section, we assigned αβHO
2006  as the αβ-structure of DP state, thus, assigned 

the 2006 structure as the binding dwell structure. But the result was based on only structural 

comparison of αβ-subunits. Because single molecule experiments have shown that F1 takes two 

conformational states, binding dwell and catalytic dwell states, to produce 80°+40° substep 

rotations of γ, more direct way to validate the structure of the binding dwell state is to show the 

substep rotations using the identified structures; the 1994 structure as the catalytic dwell state 

and the 2006 structure as the binding dwell state.  

 Using the two structures, we change conformations in two ways; as in Fig. 3.6(a), one way is 

(i)→(ii)→(iii)→(iv), and the other way is (i)→(ii)→(iv). The structure (ii) is almost the same as 

the 2006 structure, because we can see αβE
1994 ≈ αβE

2006 , αβTP
1994 ≈ αβTP

2006  in Fig. 3.5. Thus, 

(i)→(ii) corresponds to the process from the catalytic dwell state to the binding dwell state, 

which is expected to produce 40° substep, and (ii)→(iv) corresponds to the process that is 

expected to produce 80° substep. (iii) is an intermediate state of the process (ii)→(iv) as 

assumed by Koga and Takada (14). In Fig. 3.6(b), 10 trajectories for the process (i)→(ii) are 

shown. We changed conformation from (i) to (ii) at 1.0 × 106th MD step. Starting with the last 

structures in Fig.3.6(b), trajectories for the process (ii)→(iii)→(iv) are shown in Fig. 3.6(c), and 

for the process (ii)→(iv) are shown in Fig. 3.6(d). We plotted histogram of rotation angle of γ 

using only last 5.0 × 105 MD steps for each state in Fig. 3.6(e) for the process (i)→(ii)→(iii)

→(iv), in Fig. 3.6(f) for the process (i)→(ii)→(iv). For the process (i)→(ii)→(iii)→(iv), we 

observed 35° shift of peak position at (i)→(ii), 60° shift at (ii)→(iii), 30° shift at (iii)→(iv). 

In the study of Koga and Takada, they used the same structures for (iii)→(iv) and observed only 

≈ 10° rotation. In contrast to our Langevin dynamics simulation, they carried out Newtonian 

dynamics in low temperature (See Appendix 1). There is room for discussion on this 

inconsistency. For the process (i)→(ii)→(iv), we observed 35° shift of peak position at (i)→(ii), 

85° shift at (ii)→(iv). This result is consistent with experiments. Therefore, we succeeded in 

producing substep rotations using the 2006 structure as the binding dwell state. Because the 

intermediate state (iii) produces additional substep that is not observed in experiments, this state 

may be not stable, that is, rotation of γ may induce the conformational change at bottom left 

site from TP state to DP+Pi state although ATP is not hydrolyzed simultaneously and will be 

hydrolyzed in the catalytic dwell. There is also room for discussion on this point. 
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Fig. 3.6 Trajectories and histograms of substep rotations of 𝛄 (a) Structures we used for 

simulations of substep rotations. (b) 10 trajectories for the process (i)→(ii) (c) the process (ii)→

(iii)→(iv) (d) the process (ii)→(iv) (e) The histogram of rotation angle of γ in (b)+(c). Red is 

for (i), green is for (ii), blue is for (iii), and purple is for (iv). (f) The histogram of rotation angle 

of γ in (b)+(d). The color representations are same as in (e). 
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3.3.3 Allosteric regulation of conformational change of the ADP site by 

𝛄-angle 

 To see a possibility of the γ-dictator mechanism in which γ-angle controls the nucleotide 

states at three catalytic sites, we focus on ADP release from the ADP site. There is an 

experiment by Hirono-Hara et al. in which ADP-inhibited form of F1 were mechanically 

activated by pushing the γ-angle with magnetic tweezer (9). They showed the rate constant of 

the mechanical activation exponentially increased with the pushed angle, implying that γ-angle 

controls the ADP release from the ADP site by lowering the affinity. Here, we set up the 

simulation model that mimics the above experiment. In this model, γ-angle is controlled by the 

constraint potential Vγ−angle , and conformational change at the ADP site is modeled by 

multiple-basin model that we proposed recently (See Materials and Methods for details). The 

initial conformation is the 1994 structure that has been suggested as the ADP-inhibited form 

(10). We focus on conformational change at the ADP site from closed (αβDP
1994) to open (αβE

1994).  

 The representative trajectories are shown in Fig. 3.7. The γ-angle was fixed at 0° or 80° in 

each trajectory. The ADP site changed its conformation to open when the γ-angle was fixed at 

80°, but did not change the conformation when the γ-angle fixed at 0°. We plotted repulsive 

energy between chain D (β-subunit of the ADP site) and γ, and found that high repulsive 

energies were observed more frequently when fixed at 80° before the conformational change. 

When we look at the region around 1.0 × 105th time step, both trajectories had an intrinsic 

fluctuation to open conformation (Fig. 3.7(a)) (interaction energy with γ was low for both 

trajectories (Fig. 3.7(b))). But, after the fluctuation, only the trajectory with the γ-angle fixed at 

80° was pushed strongly by γ (Fig. 3.7(b)) and changed its conformation to open. This implies 

that γ-subunit pushes β-subunit of the ADP site to open when it rotates in the forward direction. 

We also plotted ADP binding energy, and found that the conformational change to open 

weakened the binding energy and then ADP was released. 

We further analyzed the γ-angle dependency of conformational change rate. We simulated 

with fixed γ-angle from 0° to 80° at 20° intervals, and plotted survival rate of the closed 

conformation for each fixed angle. For each fixed γ-angle, about 15 trajectories of 10
7
 MD 

steps were analyzed. Then we fitted the plots by single exponential and estimated the rate 

constant of conformational change to open for each fixed angle. In Fig. 3.8(b), the rate constants 

along the fixed angle are plotted. There is a clear tendency that more the γ-angle rotates, faster 

the conformational change occurs. This tendency becomes much clearer after 40° rotation. 

Therefore, we have clearly proved that the γ-angle controls the conformational change of the 

ADP site by pushing β-subunit of the ADP site. In the experiment by Hirono-Hara et al., they 

estimated the angle dependency of the activation energy as −1.3kBT/10° , which means 

ln k+10° k0  = 1.3. Compared to the experiment, the angle dependency of the rate constant 
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obtained here is about 5 times weaker although the tendency agrees. It may be limitation of the 

coarse-grained model we used (there is no side-chain interaction).  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.7 Representative trajectories of allosteric regulation of conformational change of the 

ADP site by 𝛄-angle (a) Reaction coordinate χ of the ADP site conformational change is 

plotted for the case of the constraint angle 0°(green) or 80°(red). (b) Interaction energy 

between γ-subunit and β-subunit of the ADP site is plotted for the case of the constraint angle 

0°(green) or 80°(red). (c) Binding energy of ADP is plotted for the case of the constraint angle 

0°(green) or 80°(red). 
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Fig. 3.8 Rate constant for the ADP site to open increases with forward 𝛄-angle (a) The 

survival rate of the closed state is plotted along MD time step for each fixed γ-angle, and black 

lines are fitted curves by exponential. (b) The logarithm of the rate constants are plotted along 

fixed γ-angle.  

 

 

3.3.4 𝛄 -truncation simulation reveals allosteric coupling between 

ATP-binding and ADP-release 

 Although we showed above that simultaneous reactions of ATP binding to the Empty site and 

ADP release from the ADP site leads to 85° substep (section 3.3.2), these reactions are 

basically different elemental reactions. So, there should be a tightly coupled allosteric effect 

between the conformational change of the Empty site upon ATP binding and that of the ADP site 

upon ADP release. We especially focus on the role of γ-subunit to the allosteric effect because 

the recent experiment suggested that functional rotation in α3β3-subunits may be enough for 

the rotation and γ-subunit does not play main role in the rotation (8). To observe this situation, 

we construct the model in which we used the 2006 structure as the initial structure because we 
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identified that the 2006 structure seems to be on pathway and the ATP-waiting, before 80° state 

(Fig. 3.2(a)). In simulation, we forced the Empty site (αβ2) to change conformation to closed, 

mimicking the ATP-binding induced conformational change, at certain MD step, then observed 

conformational changes of the ADP site (αβ1) and γ-rotation (See Materials and Methods).  

In Fig. 3.9(a)-(e), 10 trajectories of 1 × 107 MD step are plotted on χ (reaction coordinate of 

the ADP site conformational change)-γ-angle surface. We classified trajectories into five types 

according to the direction of γ-rotation, the occurrence of transition of the ADP site, and the 

sequence of the events; type 1: transition → forward rotation, type 2: forward 

rotation→transition→forward rotation, type 3: backward rotation→transition→forward rotation, 

type 4: backward rotation→transition→backward rotation, type 5: no transition. In type 1-3 

trajectories, we can see the transitions of the ADP site to open state lead to forward γ-angle, 

although in a type 4 trajectory, γ  rotated reverse direction. We consider type 1 and 2 

trajectories show normal behavior although timing of the ADP site transition is different, and 

type 3 and 4 trajectories show abnormal behavior. In Fig. 3.9(f) and (g), we plotted histogram of 

γ -angle before and after the ADP site conformational change. When we compare two 

distributions, we can observe the peak position shifts ≈ 85° upon the ADP site conformational 

change. This result is consistent with experimental fact that ATP-binding and ADP-release leads 

to 80° substep. 

 Then, we truncated γ-axle step by step inspired by the experiment (8), and observed effect of 

the truncation to the 80° substep. We analyzed 10 trajectories of 1 × 107 MD step for each 

truncation. Statistics of trajectories are summarized in Fig. 3.10(a). We classified trajectories 

into five types in the same way as above. In this classification, type 1 and 2 correspond to 

normal behavior, in which no abnormal backward rotation is observed. Trajectories in which the 

ADP site did not change its conformation in simulation time correspond to type 5, and it 

increases as γ is truncated more. This result means that the truncation of γ strongly affects 

allostery between ATP-binding to the Empty site and ADP-release from the ADP site. Therefore, 

for the tight coupling between ATP-binding and ADP-release, the existence of γ-axle is 

necessary, which supports the γ-dictator mechanism. Then, the fraction of type 1 and 2 

trajectories for each truncation was plotted in Fig. 3.10(b). The tendency of the plot along 

truncations is similar to the experiment (8), that is, it decreases until dC21 (deletion of 21 

residues from C-terminal) and becomes relatively flat between dC21 and dN7C29 (deletion of 7 

residues from N-terminal and 29 residues from C-terminal) and decreases again, although the 

experimentalists observed rotation rate instead of the fraction of normal behavior. But we could 

not observe the rotation from dN11C32 truncation, although the experimentalists observed that 

all truncations up to dN22C43 rotated in the correct direction. Because the rotation rate for 

dN22C43 becomes 100 times slower than the wild in the experiment, it may be impossible to 
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observe the rotation as a result of limited simulation time. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.9 Coupling between ATP-binding and ADP-release leads to the 𝟖𝟎° substep (a)-(e) 

Trajectories are plotted on χ  (reaction coordinate of the ADP site conformational 

change)-γ-angle surface. (a)-(e) correspond to type 1-5 trajectories (See text for details). (f) and 

(g) Histograms of γ-angle before (red) and after (green) the ADP site conformational change 

are plotted for type 1 trajectories in (f) and for type 2 trajectories in (g). 
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Fig. 3.10 The effect of 𝛄-truncation to the 𝟖𝟎° substep (a) Statistics of 10 trajectories for 

each truncation. We classified trajectories into five types (See text for details). (b) We plotted 

the fraction of type 1 and 2 trajectories for each truncation (Prot ). 

 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

 We applied the multiple-basin model that describe protein conformational change and the 

implicit ligand binding model that describe ligand binding/unbinding to allostery in working 

mechanism of F1-ATPase. As results, first, by analyzing αβ-structures of the three x-ray 

structures, we concluded that the DP state possibly corresponds to αβDP
2006 , and the 2006 

structure is the state before 80° substep. Second, we observed that rate constant of the ADP site 

conformational change is regulated by γ-angle, which suggests the γ-dictator mechanism. 

Interaction between γ -subunit and β -subunit of the ADP site was important for the 

conformational change. Third, we examined coupling between ATP-binding and ADP-release 

utilizing the 2006 structure. We confirmed ≈ 80° rotation after the ADP site conformational 

change. We also truncated γ-axle step by step inspired by the experiment, and found that, for 

the tight coupling between ATP-binding and ADP-release, the existence of γ-axle is necessary, 

supporting γ-dictator mechanism. 
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Conclusions of the thesis 

 

 Throughout the thesis, we studied conformational change of proteins, ligand binding, and 

relationship between conformational change and ligand binding, that is, allostery.  

 In chapter 1, we construct a structure-based coarse-grained model that describes 

large-amplitude conformational changes of proteins, so called “multiple-basin model”. As 

results of simulating conformational changes of four proteins; glutamine binding protein (GBP), 

S100A6, dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and HIV-1 protease, first, the different free energy 

surfaces that show the different mechanisms of conformational change (that is, hinge or shear 

motion) were obtained, processes of breaking contacts and making contacts are cooperative in 

hinge-type motion, whereas these process are sequential in shear-type motion. Second, the free 

energy surfaces at different simulation temperature showed that how conformational change 

pathway is altered as a function of temperature. In the case of S100A6, at the high temperature, 

the globally extended intermediate emerged on the free energy surface. The pathway through 

this intermediate occurs, although usual direct pathway from initial to final conformation still 

occurs. Third, the transition-state barrier height dependence on relative stability of the two 

conformations was shown to be linear, which implies partial unfolding. 

 In chapter 2, we investigated what kinds of ligand-binding processes prefer the induced-fit or 

population-shift route, constructing a simulation model of protein conformational change 

coupled with ligand-binding, in which the multiple-basin energy landscape is realized by the 

structure-based multiple-basin model Hamiltonian and the ligand-binding is modeled as the 

stochastic jump between unbound and bound surfaces with MD-MC coupling simulation 

scheme. We found that strong and long-ranged interaction favors the induced-fit pathway, 

whereas weak and short-ranged interaction leads to the population-shift pathway. These are 

consistent with many available experimental data.  

 In chapter 3, we applied the multiple-basin model that we developed in chapter 1 and the 

implicit ligand binding model that we developed in chapter 2 to working mechanism of 

F1-ATPase. As results, first, by analyzing αβ-structures of the three x-ray structures, we 

concluded that the DP state possibly corresponds to αβDP
2006 , and the 2006 structure is the state 

before 80° substep. Second, we observed that rate constant of the ADP site conformational 

change is regulated by γ-angle, which suggests the γ-dictator mechanism. Third, we examined 

coupling between ATP-binding and ADP-release utilizing the 2006 structure. We confirmed 

≈ 80° rotation after the ADP site conformational change. We also truncated γ-axle step by step 

inspired by the experiment, and found that, for the tight coupling between ATP-binding and 

ADP-release, the existence of γ-axle is necessary, supporting γ-dictator mechanism. 
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Appendix 1: Methods for molecular dynamics simulation 

 

We used two different methods for molecular dynamics simulation with constant temperature. 

In chapter 1 and 2, Newtonian dynamics with Berendsen thermostat was used, on the other hand, 

in chapter 3, Langevin dynamics was used. These two methods basically reproduce similar 

results, but have some differences. One difference is about conservation of momentum. In the 

Newtonian dynamics, momentum conserves. Thus, unless solvent molecules are considered 

explicitly, we cannot describe diffusional motions of molecular motors. In chapter 3, 

considering this point, we use Langevin dynamics instead of Newtonian dynamics. In the 

following sections, we describe algorithms of Newtonian dynamics and Langevin dynamics we 

used and refer to unit system we used. 

 

Newtonian dynamics with Berendsen thermostat 

 In order to solve the Newton equation of motion, velocity Verlet algorithm has been widely 

used (1),  

r  t + h = r  t + hv   t +
1

2
h2a  (t) 

v   t + h = v   t +
1

2
h a   t + a  (t + h)  

In this algorithm, the next position r (t + h) is calculated from the present position r (t), 

velocity v  (t), and acceleration a  (t). The acceleration a  (t) is calculated from force of the 

position r (t). Then, the next velocity is calculated from the present velocity v  (t), acceleration 

a  (t), and the next acceleration a  (t + h). 

 To control temperature during integrations, we used the method by Berendsen et al. (2) in 

which the velocity is scaled at every time step so that temperature 

T(t) = 2 (3NkB)  mi 2  vi     
2

i  becomes T0, 

 

vi      ←    1 +
h

τ
 

T0

T(t)
− 1  

1/2

vi     

 

τ is the constant that determines the strength of coupling to the heat bath. If h τ = 1, it 

becomes a simple form, vi      ←    T0 T(t)  1/2vi     . 

 

 

Langevin dynamics 

 In Langevin dynamics (3), we add damping term and Gaussian random force term to the 
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Newton equation of motion. Thus, the equation of motion becomes, 

ma  =  Fc
    − mγv  + Γ  

where Fc
     is conformational force, γ is friction coefficient, and Γ  is random force. We again 

use velocity Verlet algorithm to solve the equation. We assign the equation of motion above to 

velocity Verlet equations and get, 

r  t + h =  r  t + h  1 −
hγ

2
 v   t +

h2

2m
 Fc
     t + Γ (t)  

v   t + h =   1 −
hγ

2
  1 −

hγ

2
+  

hγ

2
 

2

 v   t 

+
h

2m
 1 −

hγ

2
+  

hγ

2
 

2

  Fc
     t + Fc

     t + h + Γ  t + Γ (t + h)  

 

Radom force Γ (t) should satisfy,  

 Γ  = 0 

 Γ (t) ∙ Γ (t′) = 2mγkBTδ(t − t′) 

Since the equation of motion is discretized and solved numerically, the latter condition becomes, 

 Γ (t) ∙ Γ (t + nh) =
2mγkBT

h
δ0,n  

where δ0,n  is Kronecker delta, n is integer number. Thus, in the Langevin dynamics, 

temperature is related to the standard variance in the Gaussian distribution of the random force. 

 

 

Unit system 

 When we solve the equation of motion such as m
d2r

dt 2 = −
∂E

∂r
 , we need certain units for length, 

time, weight, energy. We used Å= 10−10m for length unit, set mass of each bead (amino acid) 

to 10.0, which means unit for weight is ≈ 10g/mol because average mass for an amino acid is 

≈ 100g/mol. Units for time and energy corresponding to real system become unclear because 

of coarse-graining and uncertainty of interaction parameter sets. Energy unit was introduced 

through Boltzmann constant, kB = NA kB = 1.98 × 10−3kcal/(mol ∙ K)  (we consider the 

value for 1mol just because it is useful). Now, we can derive time unit τ assigning other values 

to the Newton equation of motion above, τ ≈ 150fs. But, we note that this value is only correct 

when the interaction parameters are appropriately set so that temperature in simulation 

corresponds to Kelvin. Ideally, we should set interaction parameters to reproduce folding 

temperature correctly for each protein, but practically, it is difficult. Thus, we usually scale 

energy by thermal energy, kB T. In this way, we do not have to care about certain units. 
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Appendix 2: Eigenvalue equation for combining energy surfaces 

 

 In chapter 1, we constructed multiple-basin model in which two (or more) Gō potentials are 

combined into multiple-basin potential by eigenvalue characteristic equation. This way is 

analogous to what has often been used to describe the quantum mechanical coupling of two (or 

more) potential energy surfaces. We derive the eigenvalue equation starting from Schrödinger 

equation here.  

Schrödinger equation is an eigenvalue equation, ℋ |Φ = ε |Φ , where ℋ is Hamiltonian, ε 

is energy, and  |Φ  is wave function. We approximate wave function by trial function, 

 |Φ  =  ci
 |ψi 

N
i=1 , where   |ψi   is a set of basis function. We can get minimum energy and 

optimal set of coefficient  ci  by variation method. This problem can be reduced to 

diagonalization of matrix representation of Hamiltonian  H ij = Hij =  ψi ℋ ψj  (1). This 

matrix representation of Hamiltonian, H, corresponds to the matrix we make when combining 

two (or more) potentials. That is, diagonal element  H ii =  ψi ℋ ψi  corresponds to potential 

of state i. 

 We show a derivation to obtain the eigenvalue equation of matrix representation of 

Hamiltonian, H. We assume that a set of basis function satisfies  ψi ψj = δij , and trial function 

is normalized,  Φ  Φ  =   ci ψi| 
N
i=1     |ψj cj

N
j=1  =  cicj ψi ψj i,j =  ci

2
i = 1 . We 

minimize energy, that is, expectation value of Hamiltonian  Φ  ℋ Φ   under condition of 

 Φ  Φ  = 1. Apparently, we can use Lagrange‟s method of undetermined multipliers,  

ℒ c1 ,⋯ , cN , λ =  Φ  ℋ Φ  − λ  Φ  Φ  − 1 =  cicjHij

i,j

− λ  ck
2

k

− 1  

To obtain minimum value, we differentiate ℒ partially by cℓ ( ℓ = 1,⋯ , N) 

∂ℒ

∂cℓ
=  cjHℓj

j

+  ciHiℓ

i

− 2λcℓ = 0 

Because Hamiltonian is Hermite operator, H becomes a symmetric matrix Hℓj = Hiℓ, 

∂ℒ

∂cℓ
= 2 ciHiℓ

i

− 2λcℓ = 0 

Therefore, we get  

Hc = λc , c =  

c1

⋮
cN

  

This eigenvalue equation is the one we want, but meaning of eigenvalue λ is still unclear. If we 

diagonalize H, we obtain N number of eigenvector c (α) (α = 1,⋯ , N) and corresponding 

eigenvalue λ(α). Because H is symmetric matrix, eigenvectors should satisfy  c (α) 
†

c (β) =

δαβ . We prepare two wave functions corresponding to two eigenvectors we get,  
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 |Φ (α) =  ci
(α)  |ψi 

N
i=1 ,  |Φ (β) =  cj

(β)  |ψj 
N
j=1  

Then, we calculate, 

 Φ (α) ℋ Φ (β) =   ci
(α)

 ψi| i  ℋ    |ψj cj
(β)

j  =  ci
(α)

i   Hijj cj
(β)

 =  c (α) 
†

H c (β) =

λ(β) c (α) 
†

 c (β) = λ(β)δαβ   

This equation shows that eigenvalue λ(α) is expectation value of Hamiltonian by  |Φ (α) , thus, 

eigenvalue λ(α) means energy of  |Φ (α) . Therefore, we get, 

Hc = εc , c =  

c1

⋮
cN

  

 

 If we consider N=2 case, the eigenvalue equation becomes, 

 
 ψ1 ℋ ψ1  ψ1 ℋ ψ2 

 ψ2 ℋ ψ1  ψ2 ℋ ψ2 
  

c1

c2
 = ε  

c1

c2
  

When we use this equation to combine two Gō potentials, we replace  ψ1 ℋ ψ1 → V R|R1 , 

 ψ2 ℋ ψ2 → V R|R2 ,  ψ1 ℋ ψ2 =  ψ2 ℋ ψ1 → ∆.  
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